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(LARK GABLE AND CAROLE LOMBARD IN "STRANGE CARGO" SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY AT THE FULTON THEATRE
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NUMBER NINE

W. 0. Stubblefield Died
Monday in Union ( all

'Band and Glee Club
'ED BONDURANT
'DRESDEN BOY 5
Will Attend Festival PIL01 OAK FARMER
DIED FRIDAY NIGHT
FATALLY STABBED
GIVEN SENTENCE

Will (1 Stubba•fe 1.1. mitatealaie
(hull-a ii Union City, formerly of
will go to Murray to attend the
The Chamber of Commerce met Fulton. died Monday afterrusin In
Eel Bandanna, well kretan Fut.
heal CCC boys (loaned at the Annual Regional Music Festival,
Lexaa• Gregory, farmer near Pilot
in regular pension Monday night at the U/11011 City Clinic, following ton tairpenter, died last
Friday comp in Dresden are being held in wide will be held at Murray State
Oak, was given a 15-year prison
the South Fulton school, with the three strokes of parelyais and later
night at his
lie the Weekly County jail pending In, College March 22 23. The hand will
III
sentence by a Jury in the Graves
.adies of the Parent•Teachers As- devt•lopme•nt of lemurtttttt iii. Fune- had
been in ill health for some vestigation of the fatal stabbing of be accomponied by Ye-well Merriam,
Circuit Court Monday on a charge
teaciatian serving dinner to about ral nervices Were held at two
time and his condition recently be- Warren Bradberry, 22. young sign director.
of maliciously striking with intent
forty meridiem. During the dinner clack Tuesday afternoon at the
cane. critical. Funeral aerviees painter of Dresden, and the woundThe Glee Club directed by Mrs. to kill. After hearing his wife
reveral vocal numbers were given Union City Methodist church, eon•
and
we re held Sunday afternoon at the ing of two hrothers, M. H. and Rus- Hugh Piaui-, will also compete and
daughter and tither relatives and
ty MI.44 Eli • Vaughn, accompan- thieted by Rev. 0. A. Marna pasEn et Methodist Church, conducted sell Stetting), Mao of Dresden. The is composed of Eva Anderson, Racwitnesses testify, Gregory took the
tor, and Rev. G. T. Sellara. Bural
:ed by Miss Elizabeth Vah•ntine.
by the tauten., Rev. W. II. Saxon, stabbing f1/110Wed a fight that al- hel limiter Baldridgia Josephine
stand as the only witness in his
W. H. Cravens, superintendent was in Greenlee cemetery. Fulton boasted
by lb-v. Woodrow Fuller. legedly. started when the young Brady, Mildred Brooks, Grace Cavbehalf and calmly entered a pies
The deceased Was born and rear f the South Fulton school, spoke
Burial was in Liberty cemetery, di- men in charge of the dance spon- ender, Jane Dallas, Pauline Davis,
of guilty.
it, this community, the rain of rected
n the plans being made for the
by liornheuk Fun -nil Home, sored by the Y. M B. C. of Dres- Julia Evans, Virginia Holmes, VirGregory was charged with beatschool. lie said that, with 600 stu• Jahn Carter and Clara Taylor
A Omit burial servo.- Wag III antr- den attempted to quiet the CCC en- ginia Howard, Ot/Ida JeW01, Mary
ing and choking his wife into indents enrolled, the school was bad- Stubbh•field. For many years he
al. of the Liberty pasha.. Rev. J. B. rolles. The young men held are Neal Jones, Mary Can y Johnson,
sensibility about 3 a. m. on the Frily 01.aq-crowded, but that the 0- with engaged I/1 the automobile
ArIllfeWN
James Howlett of Friendship, Car- Maurine Ketcham, Martha Sue day
before Christmas at their home
bion board of education had prom- aervict• in Fulton and about six
Active pallbearers were John O- lin. Hickman of Newbern, H. L. King, Phyllis Kramer, Mary Ethel
near Pilot Oak. Witnesses testified
ised to provide the school with years ago he moved to ihnon City.
wen, MUM McDade, George Carter. Stephenson of Woodapoint and R. T. Lansden, Hazel Meacham. Patsy that
Mrs. Gregory was bruised from
mare room next year. lie also titmice At the time of his death he was a
Mack McKenzie and Robert Gra- Bradshaw of Elbridge. On their Ruth
McClellan. Gloria
Nelms, head to fot, several ribs were brokon the athletics of the school, tell- dealer for Dodge and Oldsmobile
ham. Honorary pallbearers were arrest the men admitted only that Mary Jane Owen, Doris Parham, en;
her throat was black from aping that last fall a six -man foot- in that city.
S. N. Valentine, Frank Merryman, they attended the dance.
Peggy Parham, Elizabeth Payne, parent choking and that
ball team was started and a suca bloody
lie is survived by a son. Ralph, Dennis Valentine, Escho
Young Bradberry died almost Lillian Rice, Virginia Ann Hill, Vir- night
Shoate.
gown was later found behind
cessful season carried
out, The of Memphis; one sister, Mrs Jim Bob Johnson, Ray Taylor. 011ie immediately
after his jugular vein ginia Howard and Norma Sarnons. a box in the
bedroom. They testibasketball team made a good roe- Lowe of Fulton: two brothers,
Kider, R. C. Long anti Frank Sam - had been severed; he also received The accompanist is Martha Ellen i fied that
a bed slat with blood on
Gig this year and will lose only Houston Stubbh•field of south of
several other serious cuts. The Duley.
(in'.
it was also behin dthe box.
one player by graduation in May. town and C. M. Stubblefield af Ada
Mr. 13ondurant was born Septem- Staucup boys suffered cuts of the
Other contestants from Fulton
Mrs. Linnie Gregory, tne wife,
Paul Hornbeak. a member of the Ok lahoma.
!
oer 4, 11176. When he was 14 years head.
High are Donna Jean DeMyer in had to be helped
to the witness
Kentucky board of education. spoke
--old he was converted and joined
piano and La Ni.11 Bugg in Shuts.
stand and she testified that her husBradberry is survived by his
bin-fly. expressing his appreciation Foad Homra Elected
the Methodist Church. lie has reband seized her and choked her infather, two brothers and one sister.
the improvements made by Supt.
Exalted Ruler of Elks mained a loyal member since that Funeral
to unconsciousness. Dr. C. B. Bard,
services were held Sun- Farmers Inspect Cover
Cravens.
time. On December 24, 1902 he Was
Valley physician. stated that
day afternoon at the Dresden MethSeveral members of the Young
Crop Trials at Mayfield Water
At the regular meeting of the married to Miss Lula Hardy and to
Mrs. Gregory was a mass of bruisodist Church by Elder Harold Watten's Businens Club were present Elks Club
Monday night officers this union five children were born.
son.
and Clyde Williams called atten- far the
Farmers of the Purchase counties es and that her throat was black.
cornea: year w. n• elected. One daughter, Iva Nora, preceded
tion to this fact, saying that more Fond Hamra
have
been invited to a meeting at He testified that she had sustained
was ch enal Exalted ham in death.
good work could be done when civ- Ruler.
the
State
Experiment Field two a terrific blow on the right temple
succeeding Carl !lasting-a
Ile leaves his widow. Mrs. Luis Winners in "Hidden
and that she was otherwise badly
ic clubs work together.
miles
south
of Mayfield. on High(eller officers nainasl wiTi•. Frank Bandurant, one daughter. Mrs. Sara
IWords" Contest Last Week way 45, April 6. The purpose of the injured. He said that there were
Anntaincement was made that in Brady. Leading
Knight; Sandolph 'Frances Becker of Washington,
Aprll at delegation from the Mem- Cohn. Loyal Knight:
meeting is to see tests of small blood stains on a gown and a bed
R. V. Putnam, D. C., and three sons, Leon and Carl
Winners have been anounced in grains. Italian rye grass and crim- slat found in the bedroom.
phis Chamber of Commerce will Jr. Lecturing
Knight: Ed Wade. Edwin of this city and J. P. of Los the
"Hidden Words Contest, spon- son clover as winter cover crops.
Ruby Gregory, 13-year-old daughash Fulton. Plans were discussed Tyl. r
R. L. Crockett. secretary; Angelen Calif.
sored by a number of Fulton rner-1 These crops are being grown on ter of the Gregory's, testified that
for the annual Good Will dinners George Beadles.
trearruren N. G.
chants and the Mahn Fulton The- treated and untreated land: that is, she heard her mother screaming
held
in neighboring communities Cooke, trustee and
Carl Hastings
atre' last week. About sixty entriesi where limestone and phosphate and tried to get into the bedroom
during the summer months.
alternate delegate to the Grand Purchase Homemakers
were mad" but tickets were award- have been used, and on land that but the door was locked. She said
Lodge.
.. —
Mayfi
Meet At
:4 to only the first ten who submit- had no treatment whatever. Farm- she broke a panel riff the door and
The chaplain, esquire and other
Telephone Employees
ted correct answers.
ers attending the meeting also will saw her father beating her mother
office's to be appointed will be fillFederation
planning
The District
Met Tuesday Night
Two theatre tickets were award- see wheat growing on treated and
S. 0. Suiter, who worked on a
ed at a later meeting.
meeting and camp planning meet- ed to each of the
following: Mrs. . untreated land, and legumes that farm with Gregory, testified that
ing for the Homemakers of the Pur- John Davies. Tommie, Nell
Empleyes of the Fulton and HickGates,'were seeded on bluegrass and les- Gregory had told him that he was
chase Counties was held at May- Mrs. If. E. Reams, Mrs.
man exchanges of the Southern MURRAY TEAM BEATS
()nen Win- i. pedeza sod last fall. Barley and not happy at home, and that he
LOCAL INDEPENDENTS field on Saturday. March 16 from stead. Helen Neal, Howard Arm- rae
Bell Telephone Company met Tuesgrass also are being groun itS lhad a plan to get rid of his wife.
10 until 4 o'clock in the Extension bruster, En Sensing. Mrs.
day night at the American Legion
I The Jury was out only a few minM. L. cover crops on tobacco land.
The intra-mural champions bas- Assembly Room at the Court House. Parker, Mrs. Cecile Arnold
cabin for a program given by the
and I In sore' counties local tours will utes before, bringing in a verdict
attended
ketball
meeting
The
Counwas
by
team
Paducah District officials.
of Murray College
Mrs. Fern Williams.
Gregory admitted that he was inbe held in the morning of April 6
C. A. Sawyer. district manager. Inane to Fulton Friday night and ty Pre-sidents, Program Conductors,
If any of the above mentioned to inspect cover crops
dicted several years ago on a grand
on
farms.
The
G. E. Prince, district traffic man- defeated the local Independents 34 District Federation officers and: persons have not received tickets, meeting at
Mayfield will begin at larceny charge at Nashville
ager. Stewart Zimmerman. plant :to 22. re, Wee Narney and Carl Home Demonstration Agents.
they may do so by calling at the 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Herman Roberts. District • box office of the Fulton Theatre.
taief. and B. W. Cunningham. busi- i Williamaan. Fulton by:,, were on
Italian rye grass has done well DR. HANCOCK RETURNS TO
ness often manager, all of Paducah. Itie Murray team. After a lagging Federation Chairman. presided for
in mao of the Purchase region this
FULTON APRIL I
were present and conducted the arst half the Fulton boys began to the District Federation planning
season, despite the severe winter.
-piek
up
meeting
a
Miss
and
little
Zetrna
Monroe.
speed.
At
one time
meeting W. M. James of the plant
rialbo rye also is showing up extra i Dr. J. C. Hancock, eye, ear, nose
chief's office in Paducah :deo attend- they came within three points of Asiastant State Leader of Home
a ell. and many farmers have ex- and throat specialist, will return
Demonstratio
ta
mg
the
Agents,
n
presided
score. but the. visitors eased.
pressed aatisfaction with both rye ti Fulton April 1st. He will be loily
over the camp planing meeting in,
gained a gond margin.
Pietu:e, were shown. taking the
MD BOAZ
crass and fall.', rye as cover crops. cated at the office of the late Dr.
In ale first game Tioop 44 beat the afternoon.
life of tae tch phone from th.• time
Aud Buaz, well known citizen of
Cohn until the Hawes clinic buildThe date of the District Home-I Fulton, was found dead
r,f inve ntion dawn to the present Trip 43 of the Boy Scouts by a
in his bed
ing is finished and will then occupy
malicrs Feicration meeting was set! Friday morning at his
F01 It I.EGOLD BABY
time. The, pictures ate being c..t- of 26 to 6
home on
an office there.
Saturday.
ler
4th.
held
May
be
to
CHI(
HATCHED
K
IIERE
thown thnuehout tae diatnct.
Arch street. Funeral services were
Since he left Fulton a year ago,
at the Wickliffe High School, Wick-'held Sunday afterncon at
At the clese of the meeting three KATE MURRELL BURNS
two o'Dr. Hancock has been in governtrite.
Ky..
o'clock.
Freaks
HAND
10
at
of nature are always
MONDAY NIGHT
• mploves were given service emclock at'the Hornbeak Funeral
ment service, with headquarters at
Mrs. Grace Sloan Overton of!Home. with Rev. Brann in
appearance. A fourblems by Mr. Prince, and these
charge. making their
Aberdeen. South Dakota.
Kate Murrell. engineer on switch Washington. D. C.. is to be the main Burial was held at
laaged baby chick has been hatched
avere Mrn Evelyn Jamison. Fulton.
Boaz Chapel.
20 years: Mrs Pauline Greer, Hick- engine 3556, suffered a painfully speaker of the day. Mrs. Herman
He was the son of the late Elder at the Swift Hatchery here, and is
"Strange Cargo" At Fulton
man. 15 years: and Mrs. Cary B. scalded right hand about 10:30 o'- Roberts. Fulton county, Distnct anl Mrs. R. H. Boaz and lived here alive and on exhibition here, and is
Sunday - Monday-Tucsday
clock
Chairman,
Monday
preside.
wall
HickMrs.
mal
exception
chick
with
night.
the
v.-hen
that
the
watall
his
Lee. Fulton. 10 years.
life. For several years he
er glass on the engine exploded. man Craton. State President of Ky. has been working
at the Spence it has four legs instead of two. May"Strange
Cargo."
co-starring
Mr. and Mrs Lee Roberts left He was given treatment at Dr. D. Homemakers Federation, will talk Potato House and before that time be this new "species" will inaugat the forenoon session. Mrs. Har- he was employed at the Legg Poul- urate four-legged chicks. which will Clark Gable and Joan Crawford
Tuesday morning for their home in L. Jones' office.
rison Randolph. Bandana, Ky., Dis- try House. Until his mother's death mean more -drum-sticks" for large CC MPS to the Malco Fulton screen
St. Louis, after several weeks visit
Sunday. March 24. for a three-day
trict Speakers Bureau Chairman. a few years ago. he lived with
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. SMITH ATKLNS OWNER
her,
OF PEPSI-COLA PLANT will conduct a round-table discus- and was living alone at the time
This hatchery also has a two- er.gagement leading the Spring
John Adams. and other relatives.
sion on "The Homemaker Makes of hi death.
head baba- chick. But it didn't live, Festival of hits. Other outstanding
Leonard Sanofsky spent Sunday
attractions to follow are today anUnder terms of a recent trans- the Most of Available Resources."
Surviving him are four brothers. and is now perserved in alcohol.
in St. Louis.
nounced by Manager Hiram M.
action, Smith Atkins is now sole
Plans for Woman's Camp to be Walter Boaz of Fulton. A. G.
Boaz
Meeks as follows -Swiss Family
owner of the local Pepsi-Cola bot- held at Columbus Park, July 1-15. of Mayfield. L. A. Boaz of Memphis,
MCKIE SAYSRobinson:" "Brodaway Melody of
tling plant, with Luther Bell. were made.
Handicraft for camp and Dr. T. D. Boaz of Shreveport, DINNER GIVEN FOR LOCAL
PAINTERS AND CONTRACTORS 1940," co-starring Eleanor
Powell
1 manager. When the plant was open- will be leather-craft. Reading as a ane one sister. Mrs J. N. McNealy
and Fred Astaire:" "The Shop Aed here, it was owned by Ira Lithe leisure time activity will be given of this city.
GOSH'. FOu<S SEDA T'
Pittsburgh
Paint
The
and
Glass
round
the Corner" with James
and Smith Atkins of Fulton and by a librarian and -Music for Fun"
EXPECT A Ka/WAFERCompaily, in cooperation with the Stewart and Margaret
Paul Clark of Martin. Mr. Atkins will be in charge of Mrs. McFarTO BC PERFECT, AMP
Sullivan;
MRS. LYDIA I.ADD JONES
nice'
dealer.
DeM,yer
Drug
enCo.,
Spencer Tracy and Hedy Larnarr
also owned an intreest in the Mar- lane from Lexington.
Mrs Lydia Ladd Jones. age 65.
NEVER MAKE ERRORS!
tertainel
Tuesdaa
night
with a in "I Take This Woman:" -Gone
tin plant.
died Wednesday afternoon at her
woo. EVRYBOPY ELSE
limier at Smith's Cafe, to which With the Wind:"
By the new arrangement Mr. LitWalt Disney's
FULTON HOSPITAL home on College street, after a all local painters
MAKES'EM tzan
contractors full-length feature, "Pinocchio"
tle and Mr. Clark will operate the
in
short illness. Mrs. Jones' condition
._,C.Als.lir
e".....—..
were invited.
---beautiful technicelor; 'The Grapes
Martin plant and Mr Atkins will
Mrs. liaroal Newton and baby had been critical for several days
f.
r t• \AWE?
Mr.
Tack
Hardcastle,
salesman.
of
Wrath:"
be owner of the Fulton plant.
"Northwest Passage"
and her death was not unexepected.
are doing fine.
,•- 0
.̀
aed Mr. Dick Asbury. manager of starrieg Spencer
Tracy: "Dr. KilMr. J. J. McNatt is getting along
Funeral services will be held
this paint department. Memphis, daire's Girl:"
'The Road to SingSEVEN ORDAINED AS DEACONS
Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
were present and conducted the spore" with Bing
Crosby, seb Hope
IN BAPTIST CHURCH
the Central Church of Christ, conMr. Ford Butler is imprervirg.
meeting.
and Dorothy Lamour: Ginger RogMrs Willie Hall continues to im- ducted by the minister, Elder CharLocal men present were Wrenn ers in "The Primrose
Seven men were ordained into prove.
Path" and
les L. Houser. Burial will follow in
Coulter, Sam Allmon. Willie Mc- many many
the office of Deacon in the First
more. Outstanding
Greenlea Cemetery. in charge of
John C Dionne of Bostera
Clain. Lee McClain. Hansil Bowen, screen attractions in keeping %VP'',
Baptist Church Stanley in the admitted Tuesday for a t(111.511 oper- Bowlin and Riggs Funeral
Home.
Floyd Bowen, Pete Bowden Harry The Fulton's
morning service.
policy of the 1.
The men were ation.
She is survived by her husband,
Bowden. Cyrus Vaned. Finis Van- arreen entertainmen
nominated by the present Board of
t.
Mrs. Dock Hill remains about the C. D. Jones; two sons. I M. and
ed. 3 B Hastings, Ernest Boaz, Carl
Deacons and approved by the chur- same.
Billie Jones, both of Fulton, cne
Read.
Wade
Cox,
Hampton Cox,
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Kral ft
eh. They were: L F.. Mooneyharn.
Mrs Homer Ferguson was dis- daughter, Mrs. Lucille Gardner' of
Paul Jones. L.G. Walters, Jr.. Her- Martin, Than,
Sr., C. H. 1Meiton. Forrest Riddle. missed Tuesday.
were hi !Nihon Serenear Fitton. three grandchildren.
bert Cathey and Son, Trigg Bolton day afternoon.
C. J. Bailey, Marvin Benders. RusMarguerite Gardner. Ivan. Jr and
and son. Mr. Seott, R. L Johnson,
Miss Iris Sanford of the Universell Rudd and Edward Pugh.
Mrs Roger Mulford. Mrs
Bill Billy Mott Jones; and one brother. Frank Merryman.
Don Hill, J. P. sity of Tateraima
All ordained ministers and dea- Seath. Miss Ruby V. Yarbro and San Ladd, of near Ruthville.
Knoxville left
Bailey and E N. DeMyer.
Tuesday after spending the wes
cons present were invited to serve Mtn Tommie Nelle Gates spent
She was a member of the Church
end with !•er nar. rt, Mr and Mrs.
on the ordaining council.
Saturday afternoon in Union City. of Christ in Fulton.
Sakeerlbe to The News
R E. Sanford on Central Avenue.
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1)42 Little & Atkins. Norman 5,23
Clot. 4.14, Alfred Lowe, Jim Ammons, Clara ing on
,r0-1 1919 Freeman. ().A .
girdle 'The clerk nat
.
0130-14,VP1.11..e, tine. T., City
2297-Eu11w:on, MIS Chart. (Nil) 1A4 Carr, Altair Call us)). J. IT. Me- it up and thoi went II, iltr1WCI.
----952-Level, E.C. Estate. City 12.85
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TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CON- 954-Lucia, Clara 11. 11'way 94 17.72
('rut. 8.19, Ma.' !tampion, Annie Turner, WII- I was."
1951-Hotate, Ilarvey,
stiller f11 -.1 1 11.111 hut
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=RN SALE OF REAL ESTATE 956-Laren, Mrs. J.R . Carr
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Land. Cayce
1 20
1751-Lnekey, I. t. Cedar
"411111111111Mina
We told two
'2339 Hardison, 11.11, Land, Cayce
Mi
I. I
L 0 C. henry, Sheriff and Tax
1754-Ligon, Eliza, Miss. Ind 11 7(1
(no., .
4.72 Wade Mill ale:
Cogector of Fulton County, Kentuc11171
1757 Love, James. Holder
23311-11011, Mrs Mabel, Land near.
ky, will on the 8th day of April,
18.06
1739-iynti, Tem, Jackson
101 12
Jordan
beginnieg at 1:00 o'clock p.m.
1034-Majors, Drat,. Est Arch 33.13 2398.Joleison, Guy, 11,t Cily1-1, 5 1:1
at the Court House Door in the
1040-Marlin, Mrs. T. G., 4th 20 110 11418 Jeffresa,
land near Sugga,
City of Hickman, Fulton County,
1049-Matthews. ISIrs.S.M.. Vine 29.94
01 00
lifsasitucky, it being the Regula
EditGates,
Annie
Mrs
10811-Moore.
A Medical Clientele
1069.Jeffress, S.F. land neat naee.
County Court day. sell the follow
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ing property listed to each tax
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1970-Jewel It, Lot Criitclifii•ld H 19
3rd
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LEXINGTON, 1:1'.--The predue•
• La follows, being the amount of 1181-Mom. W i' "
22.40 1909-Marchant
lion of till
hay mid %%Iut rem M's. mill i.% 14,1.
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1113-kfurrell. T.J. Est. Wyllie 36.39 1
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Muth of the Patient's response to treat'
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211 82 272 of the College of AL:raailture of
McClellan,
105.69
only Is there a physiclal teaetIon to
Not
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A
W.
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Tax
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this feeling of confidence In the method ot
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treatment, but the fait that you believe In
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your Doc tor, (stoles you to folio* Instruc16 59 tiuli 4.1111dUk '1 11 1-I 11111e ci ,Ile,ent
Riceville 38.52 1144-McDov.
4-Adams. V.
Kenna by soil experiment etations_
ell. J II Est , State
tions mile tart-full,
207MN'eutr h. Truman ( NI() !Ad
instances
Iii
experiments
route
the
',Adams, Lon, Eddlng
8125
lane
50 34
confidence of the Pacieni can come
Crutchfield
1 78 cevercit periods iis
/1..1 25 years.
Platen. Lucy, Mrs. 5th ate 9.70 1155 MeNeilly. J W Jackson 62 95
about through only one thing tallidiclorY
2576• Wall, Mrs. E J. Est . land Od e.ich of the it d ion.dr,i(mo riots
seri
lit and the knouledge that volir liiwtnt
30-Alvey, J.B., Mrs.. Valley la 28 1156-Nataira, Mrs. Bettie, Jack 15 94
civet,
01 98 1/111. 11rt11 %3:14 11.ft ill1r1111.1111111; anIs ompetent.
47-Austin. T.E., Highland
8.52 1168-Nelson. Joe (SRI High
W1111 21) per cunt
3 14 2577-Wall, E.P.. Land Cayce
874 other NC,1FI
This confidence of she Patient, Is
1675-Alexander, Ed (Bal./ Cedar
vciperichooichalo Monti; another with
1184-Noffel. Alice. Walnut
20•26 2578-Wallace. r.1). Lot ("aye,. 4.79
!IN. thief 'nuncio Vi. ft 51 0 Doc:or's
lime :Ilene: atel the forth with a
743 1180-Nolen, Mrs. E Mary. Park 2459
practice
2579-Whayne Bros. (NH, Land near combination of sty, crphosphate and
I077-Alexander. Boss. Thomas. 10 66 1187-Nolen, Mrs. Addie, Vine 49 23
Naturally. It Is up to the Doe tor to lender
Cayce
3.10 lime.
711-Banea, Mrs. Delia, Jackson 11.71 1773-New. Mayme, Holder
the highoo type of service, If for its eviler
The average rate at which the
6.01 Colored
than tellich reasons
103-Bennett. Chas. R. 4th . 69.95 1199-Omar, R. C. Edding
5618 2611 -Harris. Anita w, lot Cayce 626 limestone was used was approximately 525 pounds per acre per
123-Bniford, Chas. W., Edding 59.45 1208-Owen. J. T. Highland
32 60 2616-Johnson, Alex, lit Cayce 325 year.
For superphosphate the rate
1211-Hirmingham, Linn High. 3.14 1209-Owen, V. It , 2nd
94 48 white
was 135 pounds per acre per year.
131-Blair, S.A. Estate, 3rd
50.22 1210-Owen. J. 3- State Line, etc
2471 -Oliver. Mrs Lillian (NR) Lot
For corn, increases due to super155-Boulton & Boulton, Plain 7.42
458 41
Cayce
640 phosphate and line ranged all the
158-Boulton, M.
Plain
144.10 1215-Parrish, Mrs. Vera, Carr 29.97 2495-Pruett,
from 7.3 bu.hels per acre for
way
408 LAKE ST.FULTON.KY. 64.4.itz
Mrs. Bettie. lot Cayce
ISO-Bowden, G.B (NR) State Line 1216-Parrott, 11.B (SRI highland
an average of esght clops on the
626
RIM POISCIIP11011S IS TM MIST
Of
bine Oak field to :15.4 bushels per
Road
45.94
1 56 2496-Pruett. J It (NRi lot Cay 665
acre for 21.1 crops on the Eariston
184-Brann, It F. (NR) Wville 2.09 1220-Paschall. Mrs Annette, Arch
N,, It of
rcries
i)-C P1/1/11C ..114111i 1111 D tor
•;
•
field.
187-Brewer. Mrs. B. Valley 2028.
47.09
; bon per ace
292-Brooks, Rev. RR. (NR) Jack- 1229-Peeples. Mri, Pearl. 3rd 18.13
els fur 12 c;
son
1237-Pewitt.
Raymond,
Mr..
at tho V... ,
Edding
. 7.42
hr.
Sheriff of Fallon Count.. KY.
1.2
periment Substati.io
217-Brosvn. J.W. (SRI Raalle 12.79
31.28
average
fer
an
2.1
cr .p
of
229-Buckingham, Mrs.
L.. High- 1284-Pick. ling. P1'. & Mrs. E II
land
Lowe. Arch
2041
17.13
237-Burke. L.T. (NRi Eddings 29.97 1250-Pickle. L.D.. Cleveland 23.20
240-Burrow, Mrs. A.J. (Bal.)
1779-Payne. 1.1 11,.y. Lake St. Ex.
lege
Third and Carr SI.
54 51),
9.84
Mrs. Fannie Jones has returned 1.41!sville Ecid 1,i 2711 court,'
cerps grown on
252-Butt. Mrs. A J. Jackson 11 7011780-Parker. Cornelia. Vine
8.10 after several months % isit with rel- LICIT fvr
sti•ne
V.",
t
;tern
the
rt,11
1%'e
16137-Bills, Dave, City
15 55 17s2-Pata rsi.n. Cornelia. Mission - Alves in Plantersvil1.•. M1FS
1700-Brown, James. Lake St Ex 6.11
ary Bolt,en
5.28
Mrs. Ida Sloan spent Sunday
301-Campbell. ER. (NR) Fair
!1785-Patterson. Tom. Anderson 26.74 night and Monday with
Mr. and
Heights
3310 1736-Patton. Muss-. Anderson 27.25 Mrs. Raymond Adams.
the E.
3l5-Carr. F.C. Estate Riceville 7-32 . 17e..8-Pattt,n, D.J. INR1 Anderson
Several from here teteniled the
showed
:
i
137-Cavender. J.S. (NH) Plain 65 20 ,
11.70 quarterly meeting at Crutihfield ;xi:rads i„.!: acre fir 7 crops at
343-Cheatham. Joe. RILTVIlit
1790-Porter. Wade. Miss. Bot, 9.03 Saturday.
2;191
pit is for
I:7,de Oa% fir•ld
14a-Chisholm. W. Levi 4th St. 2420: I277-Rankin. 3.11.. Park
201111.11.11i1C
22.40
Mrs. Joe Luten spent the week 20 crops at the :A:lyric-1d richt.
.
651-Chowning, Mrs. Gladys (NR , '2'41-11ead, Livingston. West
mucky re
sls
of
Kr
the
of
'Most
32.60 end with her husband in
Vicksgrout
spond
lime
so
Iv
to
and
super4th,
i384-Scott.
Mrs. Rosa (NR
High- hurts Miss., who is working there.
43 s6
phosphate fertil.h.
the bulletin
376-Ccle. F A. Eddings
land
2.08 Ile returned with her.
32 33,
declares, "nn.t. hota snould be used
398-Conley. W T. (Nit/ Jackson 9.561 1416-Small. JS. (NR) High. 11.70
Mrs. Annie Turner and Miss An- wherever it Jr r.ssible to do so."
4188-Cook. Mrs. afarcella. 4'h 28.n3 1 1417-Smith. SC. 3rd
52.43, nits Laurie Turner spent Saturday Bulletins may be had on reme st.
416-Copeland. R.W. (NE) Church 1435-Spradlin, Mrs. WI!. Pearl
in Jackson. Tenn.
39.58
Carl Edward Burns. who has been
14.361
EGG - STOKER - NUT - SLACK
431-Crafton. Dr. G(.0. R. Edd. 53.31 :436-Stanberry.
S. (NR) Vine
in St. Louis. Mo., for several weeks
452-Cunningham, Mrs. C.W. Rice-vile1
31.02 returned home Saturday.
.
-('Jill.. 3.14 1442-Stephens. W.A. (SR) State
Mr. and Mrs Lonnie Holly spent
466-DaVania. CA. Riceville 23.1711
Line
37 44 Sunday With Mr. and Mrs Cecil
LEXINGTON. KY.-How fertilizer
471 -Davis. Mrs C.F.. Arch 33 10, 1465-Swiggart John. Cedar
28 83 Cruet'.
can be profitably utilized in growing
4'.1-Da.s. Mrs. J.W. Riceville 3.141 1799-Smith. Henry. Themas
8.97
aims. Guy Johnson left Monday higher quality, heavier a alding
490-DeMyer, M.F. Est. Park 26.741 1482-Terry. WA (C.A. Newton)
for a visit with her mother in St. White Burley tobacco is set forth in
a bulk-tin prepared lay E. J. Kinney
423-De.11,yer. Verraa Moore, NorEdding
37.45 1 ou is
CruichIhhi, Ky.
of the College of Agriculture of the
man
:488-Thomas.
Wayne
Walnut
(SR(
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Milner and University of Kentucky.
"Al.T1101(111:1) SENTRY COAL DEALER"
22.48
A. A Land Middlel;
15 28 family of St La,uis visited his faThe type ef fertilizer to use will
iHn1111i
R lad
70 36 1495-Thoolpsen. Clint. Pearl 47.58 their. Mr. John Milner, over the depend largely on whether or not the
tobacco is grown in the Bluegrass.
171:-Dunn. Otto. Lake St. Ex. 24.421 1500-Thompson. Dick. Ricsvie 16 04 pa t week r
"Experiments at the Kentucky
309-Earle.
G.. Phrk
2s 32
Mesdames A. Simpson and clan 72.85 11 1515-Tucker. Guy. Pearl
Experiment Station farm here indi513-Ern. Dr. V L. (NR Lake 11517-Turner. Mrs. W.R Jeffer. 3.14 g}-.t -r. Mary Ann. Ruth
Cieys. Ar- cate that a fertilizer high in mtragen
56 7.1) 1518-Turner. WR . Jefferson 2.08 thur Allen and Ida Shim;. spent content is best adapted to tobacco
636-Evans. flarry iNFT Coll( ge
; 1)22-Tyler. J K. West
33 68 Tuesday with Mrs Raymond Adams. culture In the central thiagrass reFor years we have been serving the people of
MTS. J. B. Varden
35 30 1 hk-,9-Tribh-. Tom Est.. Missionary
Fulton gion, since it produce a a larger in565-Foy. Mrs. Oscar. 5th & College 1
Bottom.
this vicinity, bringing them better quality coal
3.14 spent Sunday with Mrs. Ora Oliver. crease in yield than the ether elemeats," the bulletin points out.
Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Hopper and
. 5.29 ,1546-Vtevell. Wess (NR1 Maple 13.84
that gives more heat than ordinary coal. Let
"Outside the Bluegrass riotein," it
617-Fulton Fair ..ass'n.. Land 65 26 1 1812-Vattghn. Mayme Carter, Miss- son and Mrs. Rob Taylor attended
cos ...1.vcs the largest
says.
us take your order for prompt delivery.
1717-Floyd. Lydia Mis.sion. Bot. 9.56 1
ii nary Bottom
22.43 a meeting of the Harmony M.- increase. A fel tiliz.er analyzing 4 to
1144-Garvey. W.S. (NIB) Nor. 29.40 1551 -Walker. J.K.. 4th
23.32 sienary Society Tuesday.
6 rcrcent of nitrogen, 8 to 12 per646-Gholson. Mrs. A.Urn. Lake 42.86 1 1552-Walker. Mattis' Sue, High. 200
Mrs Daisie Bondurant and Clan - cent of phespnorie acid and 6 to 8
percent of potash is probably as sAt447-GhoLson, Mrs. Eunice. Maple ;1560-Walters. Luther, Ricry'le 52) lee Bondurant spent Sunday
11tIlh Lsfactory as any that can be used.
I1562-Wal
Mr.
ters,
L.
G..
and
Highland
51
Mrs.
79
Malcolm
6.,4
Inman.
'The amount of lir:lilac: to tise
456-Gordon. J.W.. Edding
-PHONE 51Cayce was well represented at depends upon the productivity of the
53.43 1566-Warren, Tinker (NR) Land
1158-Gire. LB.. Fulton
the
Highland
Fulton county
8.50
9.06
meeting at soil. For soils that WIll make 40 to
11112-Grsorn, Mrs. Martha. State 1575-Weatherspoon. Cecil. Stephens Western high school Friday.
50 bushels of corn per acre in a
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth 01.ver good season, 500 to 600 pounds per
..
13.49
. . 18.12
acre are recommended for tobacco:
704-il.,rtan, Maggie. Alley
7.42 spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. for soils making 50 to
. 6.36 1585-West, Mrs. S.A., Vine
60 bushels, 4'
705- "-am Mrs. W.. Green 24 54 1596-Whitehead 8: Sherman. lot 1 54 and Mrs. Arch Oliver.
to 500 pounds."
713-IInneock, J.S, Land Mildle
1610-Willey. Ernest (Bal.) High.
Mrs. Emma Campbell spent Tlle5.
11.70 day with Mrs. Mayme Bellew and
53 57
717-Hardin, Vodie, S. 3rd 101.73 1613-Williams, 3W. (NR) Maple
family.
745-Hendon. Ell MR) /beetle 3.32
Mr. and Mrs Noble Pruett, Mr.
25 89
75I-Herring. Mrs. Margaret, 5th
1622-Williams, H.W., Green
88.82 and Mrs. C. D. Forrester, Mrs.
Iv
Ii
w Saha%
.
26 74 Earl Barrett of Akron. Ohio, arts
12.85 1637-Wilson, Mrs. J.L. City
759-Hill, W. T.. 2nd
4:q:Maat
34.19 1641-Winsett, TM.. Jefferson 41.72 visiting relatives here.
T7l-Holifield, Perlie, Rice'lle 16.56 1645-Winstead & Jones. Park 108.06
n rote about the acInei
793-Hornbeak Bros.. Lake St. 90 37 1665-Wright, Mrs. A.J. (Nlai Wade
CAYCE HOMEMAKERS
cident statistics in America for 1939.
711-Rouse. Mrs. ,T.J., Pearl 43 86
The Cayce Homemakers Club
2.72
In addition to the 32,600 deaths
823-Hughes, Mrs Anna Est.. 2nd 1814-Wallace, Berry Est .
met Monday. March la. at 10 o'- due to automobile traffic, national
ary
Bottom
709 clock. The meeting was called to figures show that approximately 1,89.17
173l-Ilartis, Jacob Est., Holder 6.92 182)-Wright. Walter, Miss Bot. 13 84 order by the president. Mrs Daisie 150,000 non -fatal injuries mere re
1733-Hicks. G.M., Cedar
Rondurant. 'The minutes were road ported. The pitiful thing about I
11.21
1735-Badges. Geo. Thos.
9.33 MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 2 and the roll call was answered by figure is the fact that fr ,
531-James, Mrs. Lee, Riceville 456 2158-Allen.
L . Lot Cayce 11 20 giving a new vegetable I will these caused permanent di
plant in my garden. The major sub640-Janies. NB (NR Cleveland
2162-Arrington, Met, Land near
Automobile accidents can '
Ropers
. 529
43.10 jest en milk was given by the ‘.•nted Twenty-six states
1862-Jolley, Mrs. Abe iN111 Nor- 2163-Arrington, C.C. & Met., Land leaders Mrs. Alfred Lowe and Mrs reductions in 1939 over 393,1
man
Lapsed Insurance Policies ran
near Ropers
31.03
14 51 Jim Ammons. Lunch was served twenty-six can do it, why not
874--Jones. Mrs Bell (Bal.: Jack- 2105-Beasley & Harpole. lot Cayes.
other twenty-two'
. at the noon hour.
Prove Expensive
The minor project on "Better
son
4 01
8.40
etty fortunate, at that, if the di .r .1. has
Not until each and every per,
iiability insurance
crs, the kiss is the insurance company's.
2741-Jackson, Orlando Missionary 2223-Brown, Wade, Land near Har- Speech" was given by Mrs. Thomp- whether he drives an automobile
Otherwise, it's h.
rld you afford such a loss If you couldn't,
son.
SOD OM
Mrs
mony
Langstaff
of
you should have 1..,
14 21
5.82
Paducah not, develops a safety is dy and property damage on your car
before
you
spoke to the ladies: also Professor anti assumes diredt r,
1742-Jarrett. Margaret, Missionary 2227-Bryant. Omar (NR) Lot in
dove it another
;e----buy or renew your insurance
with us now
Cayce
Bottom
621 Lowe, Supt. J. C Lawson and Mr for his own safety rrA k%
3.14
nts-lottr.snr. Rolit . Miss. Bor. 10.70 2232-Burns, A , Lot. Cayce
2 90 Foy. county agent concerning the of others, will we show a
1747-Jorws. Dick, Miss. Rot,
14 60 serving of hot lunches in the in accident statistics
3.34 2233-Burns, Robert, Land
1106-Knight, Henry (NR) Norman 2239-Cloys, W11, Lot, Cayes.
- f3.97 school next year. Everyone seemed
I.
PHONE
11.1,TON.
.
004 I891-Childers. Porter, Lot Crutch- to be very much interested in this
Subsieritie to The Newg
id. NI., deirc
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mud
and pro;
,cialidat,!. came, unctuously ,
1 11111g IV: 1.411;11 foe. people we
were, 141101111g tAilt,lari,itittly
at
Father's oldest and stalest jokes,
and chucking the little fellows
tinder the Olin while complimentWESTERN KENTUCKY
ing Mother's cooking. We bit, as
TEACHERS COLLEGE
who didn't bile, at their honeyed
sliWILING ORM& KY
words. Sonietimem the peripatetic
"TAM: THE NIGHT"
plaoI u4it,i
levet hi id to find was just a person, with no badge
out. There were no telephones then, of importance like a pack or a kit
°Mgt WhUll I all riUt ill the state,
few newspapers and those of the of tools or a pocketful of cards to
I am ask' d I., "take the night'. with weekly variety, few books, and distribute. III. WWI the traveler, par
sum,. itt my former students or their roads that discouraged all except t xcellence, just wanting a safe
families. I like this old idiom: it just the hardiest. A visitor, then front place to spend the night and to fill
seems natural and genii me; I know I the outside world was a radio, a !up his belt. We liked him, too, and
would be welcome when the invita- newspaper, a picture show all in did not turn him from our door, for
tion is extended in this form. And one; and every one of us took ad- probably he would have something
that reminds me of an old custom vantage of the queer visitor.
interesting to tell, real or imaginthat is all but gone, even Iiu Kentucary.
i wish I had a group of pictures
ky. Formerly every house was a poVery lute in my life on the farm
tential inn it any one came along to print next instead of what I
and wished to take the night, he was shall write. These pictures would I suffered a rude shock late one
allowtd to do so, regardless of who Is' of the various people who came,'afternoon: a traveler, none too clean
he was or where he Willi wUng. The year by year, and asked to take the
or innocent-looking, "hollered hello"
traveler would have been as aston- night. Most remantic of all, I supat the gate. He desired lodging;
ished at being refused as the owner pose, was the pack peddler, with
Father, by some strange freak, told
of the house would have Is'iii hu- Its strange name and his broken
him that there was a hotel in the
miliated at not ;accepting, like Abra- English and his big bag of cheap
village a mile farther on. I did not
ham. %lawyer came :1Iong. I cannot gewgaws. Then there was the clock
know it, arid probably Father did
recall that any of these transients tinker, who also knew all the arts
not, but right then and there an
ever turned out to be clo-vits; certain- of mending watches, shot guns, pisinstitution was dying.
ly few of them win' angels in dis- tols: of grinding knives; of patching
guise, such as the three wayfarers up the loom and the spinning wheel.
t(dram r buyer:: came, often PUREBRED BREEDERS
that Abraham entertained. Just how
much of this custom of lodging and able to trace a hit of kin to Mothei,
SUPPLYING GOOD
feeding travelers and tlicir horses who had innumerable relatives; beTYPE FARM HOG
ing
an
eight
cousin
Was genuine kindness and how
insured bountiful
country meals and a good bed.
much of it was a desire to break
Purebred swine breeders of Tennthe monotony of rennote country Dim of these buyers was a Con- essee are making a valuable confederate veteran; when he came, tribution to the swine industry of
,ce had the war fought all over the State by supplying farmers
-gain, with the South licking the With breeding stock
which proSymptoms of Distress AtIsIng from
Yankees. Out of respect to the duces offspring possessing desirable
hildren and women the customary qualities of prolificacy, vitality,
:oljective was omitted, but all of early maturity and easy feeding aDUE TO
re* Rook Tells of ilemeTreatment that •;4 were sufficiently trained to bility. states J. S. Robinson. U-T
r:now when it was understood. Tra- Agricultural Extension swine
Mast Help or it Will COSS You Nothing
specVv..Lew toliiiuO Gottka of the W 11.1.A If
r. ling preachers came, all dentenialist.
THEATm It NT have Wm-13mM fur reocrof
;nations of them; often they dropeymptorns of divert= itrIvine reerr Strwriti
awl Duerienal Wren flue to Lamm Acid—
Fifty-two breeders, through five
ped some of their professional airs
Poor Olgeetteri. Soar or Wart Stonwah.
atoarnirs. roosters's. Siosisrolissosa
after supper and vied with Father public auctions, have recently comdap. u., Lear. OM& 4,44 on 15 dart tritll
Alat Tr'
eilosaset'• which falls a noted yarn-spinner, in telling tall pleted the dietribution of 204 pureoaylaLsio alas tavotneaut —Nso--as
tales. Though my parents were bred gilts and 25 young boars, he
Presbyterians, that did not keep the said. Five breeds—Duroc. Poland
BENNETTS DRUG STORE
China,
Spotted
Poland-China,
Ilampshire and Chester White—
were represented. One hundred
elPs
seventy-five bred gilts sold for an
.average of $37.40 each. Two of these
public offerings were consigned
saks sponsored by the West Tenn'SYRUP
essee Swine Breeders Association,
1, AS th•
,40.4111. ut., •,.L.Aes
the cough impulse from your cold. Thsi
while a third was the consignment
why Month, Multion w made to loosen phlegm and
distribution of the Dyer County
glee you expected relict Mend.. Nfuleron contains
FFA Chapter. With the exception
Nine ingredeente scientahcally compounded and us
guaranteed to slop coughing with the very tat?
of the Wolfe River Ranch distributpoorthil— or your druggist veal return your money
tion held at Memphis, approximateMentho Wasson come:aim no nascence nor opiates
ly 80 percent of the bred gilts were
Children Woe ite taste 48 doses—Now only 7Sc.
placed in Tennessee.
1,arl.ly
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QUICK RELIEF FROM

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

L-0-0-S-E-N
PHLEGM

DeMYER DRUG CO.

It's CHEAPER To
Have Your Car
REPAIRED!
Have Your Car Properly Checked and Serviced for Safe and
Dependable Driving!
We have all the modern equipment nccesfor any kind of service you may need.
Let us give your car a thorough check-up
and reconditioning. Enjoy the pleasure of that
extra zip and pep that your motor should have.
It's more economical to keep your car in
good running condition, besides the pleasure
and comfort of knowing it is always ready to
give perfect performance.
Protect Yourself and Family—and Your Inrestment by Keeping Your Car in the
Proper Running Condition.

Brady Bros.
Garage

(ChtklIan firlslICII Hymnal, No. 88):
"I riut- kuitu, ;-:etrIt, dwell with, tne:

Covered•top hopp. ;

t

from
are u relativily riew develuptilent moi.,ture and disintegration, and Igoe
1:0:seif would grarinua be."
Toot doen not tell all It knows; it in railroad equipment. They are hopper bottoms make for tar* se
minds It, own buninem. it to greatly used for bulk loading of certain unloading.
needed lu all orimilization work. 'rho commodities, such as cement going
The 82 cars ordered by the Dbusiness °Metal or • rommittee or
church worker who uses tactful ' into construction work for which ois Central will be of 70-ton raw
mettioda in dueling with others, sue- cement-handling
equipment has city. Deliveries are to be made km*
r., It In Inrpiring all to better sere- been designed to require deliveries ginning In May,
I( s than does the inconalderate or
Other corntii• unwiaely outspoken individual, in hopper bottoms.
whose intintione rouy ht praisewor- modities to be transported in such
The dearer the child the shards!
thy. People occasionally toilieVO equipment include
bauxite Ore, must be the rod.
that they •re fortives, iind that leers
fluorspar and lime.
The covered
Silence is an excellent Tema/
Is nothing they can
about it but
rearet the fart. There Is no reality tops make the cars wt atherprool against slander.
in crude or brusque or thoughtless
words or deeds.
One nhould claim for himself the
ability to express every good and
strong and lovely charaeteristic
Width reflects God.
iiornellines it
(alive inueli work and prayer to demonstrate them. It may take pri•
tlence and persistence and steadfast
effort to do so, but as Impatience,
thounhttessnes., seinshio as, and oarrowness of vision are mitered ey
their opposites, man if God's Ilk, nem
becomes ever clearer.
En.ery earnest 1.1 rhon wants Ids
thinking and acting to bless others.
Ile can always be sore that they will
If he is reflecting Cod. Not to cone)11 but not to condemn perRon; not to think .r ,elf hitt to think
of others; not to be afraid, repre-0e-d, or self-conscious, but sympathetically alert to the problems of
others ant quick to help to Meet
them ,arnest desire such as this
will be (...1r,,seil with the graciousne,s of Imo.
As we tarn to Jerus' life and words
for e‘amples, we see what tact be
used In illustrating his teaching by
f,arables on sul ken, with which Ma
OU GET a la..ak the minute you step into a
particular audience was especially
familiar. .
pair of FORTL NE SHOES. You get style, comIn "Science and Health with Key
to the Seriptur(s" Mary Baker Eddy
fort, long Neill' quality ... at a tery easy price.:
states (pp. 176, 477): "Jesus beheld
That's the rea-on new customers in our store are
In Science the perfect man, who appeared to him Where sinning mortal
mo-t alwa.ys regular customers. Your feet arc
man appears to mortals. In this perfect man the Saviour saw God's own
,,orth
FORTUNES. Try them.
likeness, and this correct view of
an healed the sick." With ouch a
view of rran, one could not be other
than loving, gracious, and comiderate. And with these qualities In consciousness, one's tender wisdom,
thoughtful consideration, and intelligent helpfutheas will be inspired by
true Chrlstllness.— The chrtoiwon
outiesintort0
q„)
Is
science Mensfor.
AISTON
.‘ HARRY
Common 14•••••••.
t

1•Iiiptnent

I KNEW YOU'D BE BACK, MR:BROWN

FORTUNES ARE A "FIND"!

Y

TORTUNE
SHOTS
-

ILLINOIS CENTRAL SYSTEM
TO BUY NEW BOX CARS
The Illinois Central System has
announced the placing of an order
for 62 covered-top hopper-bottom
freight cars to be built by the Gen- .
eral Transportation Corporation.
The order represents an expenditure of approximately a quarter of
a million dollars.

FRY'S
Shoe Store
22l) LAKE STREET
FULTON, KY.

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES
ARE BUILT
BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

A list of the purebred swine
breeders of Tennessee has just been
compiled ;Ind may be secured
through
local county agricultural
agents, or hy writing direct to the
Agricultural
Extension
Service,
Knoxville. Robinson said.

True Tact
--'1.17 sometimes reem to feel
...:1 tact means Insincerity and
dishone:ty. or thxt it is an
portant quality. Refusing to CUMale
it, they sometimes cause others
,
hurt feelings or embarrassment.
which might have been avoided.
A dictionary defines tact as "nice
discernment of what is apprommte
to do or say In thaling with others;
peculiar ability to deal with otners
without f,iving offense, or so as to
win good suill, eipecia.ly Ia ditdeult
situations. ... delicate and sympathetic perception, especially of what
is fit gracefuh or considerate under
given circumstances." A Certain surface politeness may to simply the
result of intellig.nt control
breeding, but the lose It at Is unfailing and truly graceful and considerate at all times Is based on the
understanding of God.
Tact Is consideration, thoughtft.1ness of others, aim It ts closely related to loving-kindness. It appreciates the viewpoint of the other person and tries to apply the Golden
Rule (Matthew 7.12). -Whatsoever
3e would that mcn should do to you.
do ye even so to them."
Tact may sometimes be shown in
simply refusing to do or say something which, if said or done. would
accomplish no good. It may he shown
In speaking an encouraging word to
one who is facing a difficult situation. It ma.. be evidenced in an interesting observation which will turn
aomenne•s attention from himself
and put bin) at his ease. It avoids
unnecessary controversy-, chooses silence rather than unconstruetive
eriticism. eneourages the troubled,
commends honent effort.
Bow
dld Jesus' itfe eNentDilly the prophet's word (Isaiah
11:I, 81: "Behold my setnrint, . . .
a bruised reed shall h. not break,
and the smoking flax shall he not
Quench"! The "bruised r. t." that
which has already been h'urt, ry en
If he its own fault, may sometImes
he won hack to wisdom and emirsee, activity and strength, by gentle
kindness. • here blunt condemnation
ot the elult svon1:1 fail. The "smoging flut
-lint in, ntnIlts which II
Igit .111 ty nitnbt tnn,is tender Alld
hr"I I ovr.) en, ,1 lint, of thr lot OR
Iht
t it Si
Otir
11 1th

p

• /
:ay

In IL;

.A

we

,•f a huh it,:La

1111v hg the Drum whet/
you can twirl the Baton.
\VOL; never yet saw a band come
l•down the street without someone
out in front setting the tempo, while
someone back in the crowd obediently
thumped in time.
So, why drive a car that's along just for
the march—when Ikon can pilot a Buick
and show the others the was
Ma)bc someday the others will have

engines like velvet because they're electrically balanced Orr assembly; but
Buick has them now.

as standard equipment — but you get
those on Buick this year.
Nlay be someday

But why take a chance on those maybes
when this hone)'s here, ready for you
to take user right now?
Sc. drop in on

our Buick dealer. Drop
in to talk facts and figures, or drop in
to sec what nett ear's cars will try to
look like But drop in! Soon!

May be tomorrow they will have coil
springs all around, and Knee-AcPrice.'Begirt at
tion in front that "gives" to the
bumps—hut Buick has them today.
Maybe sometime •)ou'll get the fivefoot front scat room and Foamtev
cushions of the Surro and direction signals with automatic cut-off

get a car as lone

as Buick for the money.or %Sidi a frame
as heavy without piting more.

ad.;;1....h.rF;ist.Al.h.

a 4 4114

el

Trarliiirast:rit4,71 1;ard

WINO/
Mx"(tf an),
4givesreAnd
kirneat
Illu,,Inepo,Coupe 14
(or
r.cf—extra. Prias skit.:
-Sedan price.
wititoit ;retry.
a .hanfe
Ltel:VS-.
start sat
0

4i&I7C#Y
EXEMPLAR OF GtNtRAt MOTOCS VAMJII

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.

725 I north Street

Fulton. lk,
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The Fulton County News i ey by buy tug at heiae Sc it is O w and the bill will enable Kentucky
part of enlightened self interest to to get from 2 1.2 to 3 million dollars
I
L Paul Busbart, Min. Editor :make
every effort to buy as much a year of Federal funds.
here in Fulton a, viii pos-ibly I Old age pensions welt' increased
PUBLLSHED EVERY FRIDAY 'right
I
—
:can.
and the teachers retirement act was
----—
:made. effective a ith nn approprialiatared as second class matter June
lion of half a million.
tea at the post office at Fulton
Most important revenue
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
et] was one to increase the e •o:
By David M. Pei
tin tax on whiskey and the. cham
--OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
:store tax The mint minortimt bill
Business Notices and Political Cioda
The 1940 General Assembly Is
charged at the rates specified by over and unless an emergency aria- relating to State Government was
one pt rnutting the Governor to
advertising department.
es there will be no lawmaking for the
hire outmile accountants to audit
another two yearss.
: The results of this Legislative. State departments and boards.
Subscription rates radius of 20
A bill to inerease the truck load
:session arts act accurate barona ti r
miles of Fulton $1.00 a year. Elsaot Oa 4 years of this adeninstration limit was defeated as vcar, one to
where $1.50 a year.
as Governor Johnson stated at the repeal tho tax on neutral spirits.
As related in this column in JanKentucky Press Association meeting. He said, "I will not make you a uary. Ivan Jell has been offered the
THE HOMING PIGEON
spectacular Governor but I will try Plate as Director cif the Division
of Marketing in the Department of
As surely as a horning pigeon to make you a good one. The first
Agriculture. The
bill
provides
finds its way back to its own coop, session of his Legislature bears
broad powers for the director in
so will dollars you spend in Fulton,' this out.
aiding farmers to form cooperatives,:
directly or indirectly, sooner or lat-, There were no spending bills1
and in gathering and disseminating'
er, find their way back into your passed and the whole Assembly'
•
'seemed to want to refrain from any!information as to supply. demand
pockets.
and price. and cold and common
The dollars you spend outside of expenditures that were not abso-,'
storage of farm products and in
Fulton are gone forever, and no lowly necessary. We believe that
part of them will ever come back with the upturn of business Ken- maintaining a market news service.
The director also would "foster
lucky may be out of debt at the
to roost in your pocketbook.
and encourage" and degulate inend of this Administration.
This is not bosh or ballyhoo. for :
Action of the 1940 General As- spection, grading, standardizing and
the dollars you spend outside of
sembly. Vote to submit two Con- I labeling of farm products; arbitFulton go to help build some other:
stitutional Amendments to be voted rate, when invited, between procommunity, to help pay the taxes of,
ducers and distributors; encourage
on at the next election.
some other community, to help
establishment of public markets and
employment in some other corn- : The voting machine, Al.1.11dment "direct cl.aling between plisill1,•F
munity, to help the schools in some;providing that counties using them and consumer," and encourage con
other community, while the dollars most pay for thorn and another sumption ef Kentucky-grown pi.
you spend in Fulton stay here to1 authorizing additional aid to schcals ducts. The director's salary a,
help do those things in our own in the poorer counties.
be limited to $3.9OU.00.
community, to your eventual beneThe most important bill passed
fit.
was the said Conservation bill authI. C. NEWS
The great majority of the things orizing said conservation districts
——
you need and want can be bought in Kentucky for the Federal proF R Mays vice president and
right here in Fulton just as cheaply gram of flood control, reforestation general
manager. and R. 0 Fischer
as anywhere. When you consider; and enrichment of worn out eroded
assistant gent ral manager. Chicago.
that it costs you money to buy:lands. The dangerous mandatory
were in Fulton Monday.
outside, you can actually save mon- features of the bill were amended
Wallace Holt. supervisor.
icala was in Fulton Wednesday.
J W Kern. superintendent. Paducah. was in Fulton Monday.
J. L. &wen, president. Chicago.
----enroute to
Would you believe it? Nearly one Manufacturer e. iio takes a pride in was in Fulton Tuesday
Shreveport, La.
million bottles of this Southern making medicine of merit.
Medicine were sold last year. EvIf you have no organic trouble..
Herbert Williams. Jr. Paducah.
ery bottle sold on a guarantee of but feel lazy and no account caused was in Fulton Monday.
satisfaction or money refunded. by poor elimination and temporary
Wayne Smith. supervisor. RivesOnly an average of one out of nine constipation we urge you to try
was in Fulton Wednesday.
hundred people reported it did not Nash's for one v.a.t.k. If you are not
help them, and asked for their mon- satisfied your druggist is authorizT. K. Williams. superintendent.
ed
to
refund
your money. The price
ey back. This is a remarkable recis 50 cents—be sure to call for Water Valley, Miss, was here Monord
day.
You too may be benefited by tak- Nash's.
ing Nash's. It is not a cure-all, patFor sale by all good Drug stores
H. K. Buck. trammaster. Jackent medicine or secret nostrum. It and featured by Bennett's Drug : son, was in Fulton Tuesday.
is made by a reputable Southern Store.
\V. H. Street. trainmaster. Bluford. was in Fulton Wednesday.
R. C. Pickering. clerk, was in
Memphis Monday for the 1st quayter;y safety meeting of the Fulton
district.
T. M. Pittman. division engineer.
Water Valley. was here Tuesday.
J. F. McEwin. superintendent.
Carbondale, was in Fulton Monday.
Relax as you ride—arrive refreshed. Greyhound
C. J. Carney. division engineer.
Super Coaches are warm-air conditioned. Enjoy
real travel comfort at low one-way and roundPaducah, was here Tuesday.
trip fares. Ask your Greyhound agent is tell
J. H Ryan, traveling engineer.
you about the frequent schedules, safety, and
Paducah, was in Fulton Tuesday.
convenience that have made Greyhound America's favorite way to go places.
C. J. Van Arsdalen, division engineer, Carbondale was here. WedStation at Bob White Motor Co.
nesday.
4th St.
Phone 60
Fulton, Ky.
I. D. Holmes, trainmaster. has returned from the I. C. Hospital. Chicago. and has gone to Duck Hill.
Miss., for a tisit with relatives.
.
••••••....- --.
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CAPITOL COMMENTS

Thousands Take NASIFI'S
C & L TONIC and LAXATIVE

ADVERTISING
Advertising is an investment designed to accomplish
some definite purpose whether that be to stimulate sales or
build prestige. Its value to you lies not in what it costs but
what it Nref)mpli-dies.

Advertising in `The News'
Reaches the Greater Fulton
Trade Territory
Merchandising and advertising are vital partners to successful business. Are you maintaining your customer following? Are you preserving the Fulton trade area by advertising
regularly to advise shoppers why they should shop in Fulton
and at your store?

The Non-Advertiser or Careless Advertiser Pays for the Advertising of
the Aggressive Advertiser

WE'RE coma

on II SUPER COACH!

OUND

GRE

OF
CHRIST. SCIENTIST
'MATTE%
the suiiitit f the
IA
wb.ch will be read
:n Church's of Christ, Scientist,
throughout the world. on Sunday,
\larch 24. 1940.
The Golden Text is: 'Lay not up
yourselves treasures upon earth,
'lore moth and rust doth corrupt.
ad where thieves break through
'ti steal.- (Matthew 6:191
Among the citations which corn. rise the Less-on-Sermon is the
:lowing from the Bible: "Then
'as the iron, the clay, the brass,
sie. silver and the gold, broken to
, 'ices together, and became like
e chaff of the summer thresh:. ,: 'Airs: and the wind carried t
a ay. that no place was found
cm and the stone that smote
aatge became a great morn.:
awl filled the whole earth"
, I 2351

MARE
EASTER
A
HAPPY
OCCASION
Serve Reelfoot
Products
Whether it's a good, tender steak or roast, or
nice, tasty slice of ham, you'll he pleased with
he savory goodness of REELFOOT PRODUCTS.
Always ask for Reelfoot Products by name
from your grocer or market, and be assured of the
wholesome quality that is packed in these meat
roducts.

Reynolds Packing Co.
NION (ITV

W. I. REYNOLD..

Ma&

TENNESse

e

John
Kaczmarek
c,r
larded -an ride a motor-powe:
•-asoter without learning how
ii,p the thing. and crashed into
adding. At the hospital he de_Inv! that he would try a a.: •
:ior taking a lesson or twa
;opping.
Henry Wash, $2, became ir
with truffle which delays...I
rasseng a busy New York street
a.rawing a pistol, he quickly cleared the way and ensued in triumph
only to recross a moment later
under the r$VOli Of a policeman.

•

Advertising Must Reach the Point . . .
. Advertising In `The News' Goes Home
•

PRINTING
that pleases
is our hobby. Whether your next order be for
commercial work
of any kind, a fancy society job or an auction bill,
we have the
equipment plus experienced advice as to
composition, selection of materials, color of inks, etc.,
constitutes the added
factor which makes a successful printed
piece. Our policy is
quality, service, fair price. We solicit your
next printing order.
•

Phone 470

Fulton County News
k'ourth Street

Opposite Bob While Vidor Co.

Fulton. Ky.

Vow

mag_wriniff unirontnAY AT FM TON THEATRE FOR 4 BIG DM
FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
"Congo Maisie" Come% To
Fulton Theatre Screen H'ednesday

• .,
1 1
11.e iy resist. such las hlis:4 Mitchell had pict,,,..1
the judge di dmind
.1 eliallenge... But the more popular How he reacted to every situation ! noon.
Herbert to jail 1,ur 10 days.
Ithett became, the. more I agreed I memorized niany of the reveal-1 Mr. arid Mrs. Herbert Morris of
with the gent!i roan seta.) wrote, ing lines In the book and it may Obion, Tenn. were visitors In TulFilseinaleft
ay a cuckoo daft
"Discretion Is the oest
part of in. of Interest to know that must of I ton Sunday.
Elmer Koch of Cleveland ylieldre
velar."
the dialogue in the script is exactto the inipulse to steal it, and irk=
ly as Miss Mitchell wrote it.
Out of My Hands
.arraigned hi court for theft he Mid
TIMELY
TOPPI
lho.lnit read the. book enabled me
the judge' "I watched it for two
—to set. clearly what I was in for if
The story IS related of Vice- weeks and couldn't stand it sat
I played the part. I decided to say
President Garner that when a visi- longer." Elmer was given 30 degis
anyhow, that it was out of my
tor to his office intiodiesal himself In which to try to control hle ase.
----hien.ts. The piiblie Interest In my
'ugh. as the head clown of Ilagenbec10; kin complex.
Katherine
Adelia
Pewits
doing Rhett puzzled me. Long betkwitt.' circus, the genial Texas replied:
fore anyone had been cast for the ter of Mr. and Mrs Edward
It takes two to make •
"And I am v
esiele,nt of the
picture, I was asked for Interviews. spent last week with her grandBe slow in choosing I,
United States. Stick araind a while,
When I refused comment, the col- parents. Mr. and Mrs. R M Bruntyou might pick up 5.-me Ideas that In changing.
umnists did It for nit'.
My mail Icy, in Union City.
y,,t1 could Use."
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Hunt
doubled and then trebled. I saw
and
myself pictured as Ilnett, with side- childien of Martin, Ti ii,, spent
hone,. I don•t like sideburns. They Sunday in Fulton.
I It is easy ter pass a law but eh!'
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Arnberg of cult for courts to agree on what
itch. I was the only one, apparently,
who didn't take it for granted that Hickman are spending two weeks means.
I was going to play Rhett. It was in Tampa, Fla.
Maas Idelle Batts of Crofton. Ky. Even after they are declared
a funny feeling. I think I know now
QiiRiad..rwe These I .w.„.
ortaid Facts!
how a fly must react after being spent the week-end with her par- matrimonial bonds sometimes yield
se
sea
Zmi =
.
caught in a spider web It wasn't ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Batts.
dividends is the way of alimony. !
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ellagg of
that I didn't appreciate the compliOftes
ftsetiessi
ment the public was paying me. It Nashville, Tenn. are visiting her
Arrested for kicking his wife on
S. Plaidesais Vegetal& Coelso:rd Se
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Wade. the street in Seattk., Herbert Haywas simply that Rhett was too big
Mrs. D. C. Henderson and Mrs es explained: "Yuu see, judge, it
an order. I didn't want any part of
Howard Strange and children visit- was my wife, and she didn't mind."
him.
daughters "Is t
7117t;r17
,
:
71
"
To make sure that I hadn't erred
in my first impression. I read
-Gone" again. It convinced Inc more
than ever that Malt was too much
"or any actor to tackle in his right
'med. But I couldn't escape him. I
ked for every out. I even condir. <I writing Miss Mitchell at one
tine,. I (Sought it would be gre -et
would simply issue a slat mint saying. "I think Clark Gable
would be the worst possible selection ter Rhett Buth'r." Perhaps
aftei Miss Mitchell sees my Rhett,
or r 'ter what I've done to her
Rhe' she'll wish she had. It may
be of interest as a sidelight that
Smoked—Sugar Cured
Smoked - Sugar-Cured
my own sincere choice for Rhett
was Ronald Colman. I still think
he would have done a fine job of
it.
Whole or
to

LOCALS

dm.

TR( ACII. PRICE 1111

"R NERVOUS

BEING

Ann Sothern and John Carroll in a scene from Congo Maisie," new Metro hit ',penults Wednesday at the Fulton Theatre.

k9

Imonths I had studied him and tried
"Opportunity of A
Life-Time," Says Gable . to know him as I know myself
.made me believe I was Rhett. These
----were things I could get my hands
By Clark Gable

(Appearing as Rhett Butler in on. They were part of my job as an
actor. It was those things I
"Cone With
Wind" coming
on that ha,.I net sir
get re','
to the Fulton Theatre

11

•

My reaction to pho ileg Ithett Butler is both frank and :anode. "The
condcinne•.1 man ate a hearty meal."
Now don't get me wrong. As an actor I loved it. A, a character, he
was terrific. As material for the
screen, he was that "once in a lifetime" opportunity.
But as Clark
Gable, who likes to pick his spots
and found himself trapped by a
series of circumstances over which
he had no control, I was scared
stiff.

Bee ime a Fan. Too
t
trut,e. I became
In t;
with the
a fan of Mis,
rest of Anwrica after going half
way through the book. It was good,
too good, in fact. Rhett was everything a character should be and
rarely is, clear, concise and very
ital. He breathed in the pages of
the book. He was flawless as a
character study. lie stood up under
the most careful analysis without
exhibiting a weakness. That was
This is no alibi. I cannot but hon- the trouble.
estly admit that the actual making
I realized that whoever plaaed
of the picture was one of the most Rhett would be up against a slumthoroughly pleasant and satisfying ling block in this respect. Miss Mitexperiences I have ever known. chell had etched Rhett into the
During the filming. I was on fa- minds of millions of people, each of
miliar ground. Once in the atmos- whom knew exactly how Rhett
phere of the settings, facing a cam- would look and act. It would be imera in costume, playing scenes that possible to satisfy them all. An
were dramatically realistic, I felt actor would be lucky to please even
for the first time that I had an un- the majority.
It wasn't that I
derstanding of Rhett.
The long didn't want to play Rhett. I did.

Hall Pays Second High
Tribute To Retonga
Well Known Head of Ice
And Coal Business, Says
He Still Feels Fine Mort
Than .4 Year After Taking Famous New Medicine.

Phd.rirstleze-hara"..

FINE FOODS

FOR YOUR EASTER FEAST

Rhett a Real Person
I found upon investigation that
Miss Mitchell, very intelligently,
didn't care a hang what Hollywood
did with her book. All she wanted was peace and quiet. She wrote
a book because it was the thing she
liked to do, and having innocently
caused more excitement than any
author in memory, asked only to
be left alone. When I was told this,
I immediately left a sympathetic
fellowship with Miss Mitchell. I was
sure we would understand one another, for. after all, Rhett has caused more than a litte confusion in
both our lives. Incidentally. I wanted to ask Miss Mitchell where she
met a man like Rhett. I am just
guessing, but to me he must have
been the real thing, with very little
fictional embroidery.

During the months when the casting of "Gone" reached the. proportion of a national election, and ac"It has been over a year since
rimonious debate was being conRetonga restored my health and I
ducted on every street corner. Rhett
still feel fine. I can't praise this
became more of a mental hazard
remarkable medicine too much,than ever. I was still the only one
declares Mr. W. F. Hall, well
W. F. HALL
who didn't have anything to say
known Louisville Business man. reach my troubles.
about him. I never did have. For
i
Ice
and
W.
F.
Hall
of
the
and head
-Rote.nga restored me to *len- when the time came to get down to
Coal Co. 1306 South 32nd St.
did condition.
I eat any kind of business. I was still out on a limb.'
"I suffered terribly from sour in- food I want, my nerves are steady.
I knew what was coming the day
digestion and gassy bloating after I never have to get up to relieve David 0. Selznick telephoned me.
every meal," states Mr. Hall. "I my kidneys now and I sleep and His purchase of the book for a
was too nervous to sleep sound, and rest just fine-. I am never bothered mere $50,000 nail started the riot.
hardly got any rest at all because I with bilious spells or headaches Our talk se-as amicabale. I did the
had to be up so often at night to RI. nea made a clean sweep of my sparring and he landed the hard
relieve my kidneys. My system troutles and I am making this punches. David's idea was to make
seemed fall of acid. and I had bil- statement so others needing the a separate deal, providing my studspons. black spots before medicine may know of its remark- io would release me to make the
ious
picture. I thought my contract was
my eyes. and temble headaches. t le benefits"
today at an ace in the hole. It specified that
Get genuine Retonga
For ten years I tried medicines and
my services belonged evclusively to
treatments but none seemed to DeMyer Drug Co.—Adv.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. I told David
that, adding on my own that I was
not interested in playing Rhett.
Chance of Lifetime
That didn't stop David Being a
friend of long standing and knowing
him. I knew that it wouldn't He
pointed out that no actor ever had
been offered such a chance. There
had never been a more talked of
role than Rhett That was exactly
my reason for turning him down.
He put his cards on the table. He
was going to try to get me from
M-G-M if he could. We shook hands
A bundle of clown
on it.
And a happy chirp.
i could have put up a fight. I
With the will to live
work.
urge
to
And the
didn't Pm glad now that I didn't.
We've looked them over
Hollywood always has treated me
From head to toe,
fairly I have had no reason to comPronolinfed them perfect
plain about my roles and if the
And ready to go.
studto thought I should play Rhett
,: was not up to tile to duck out I
ed nothing to do is oh the negotiattune I learned that I was to play
Rhett in the newspapers. As a part
of the deal, Metro-Goldywn-Mayer
• was to release the picture.
I
That was a weigh off my mind
l'hore Was no hewer anything to
stews about. Now I had a job to
,h, and it was up to me to give it
FITTON, K.
I had I rea4 and re-road the
;00k untd I could vatialue Rhett

ie

OUR CUSTOMERS ARE PROUD OF
THEIR SWIFT'S BABY CHICKS

SWIFT'S HATCHERY

sa

HAMS
12 to 11
lbIra. LB. 18c Shank Half

FRESH EGGS

PICNICS
6Avg.
84b
LB. 13c

NO. I
GUARANTEED

2 doz. 33c
pkg. 10c
3 for lac

PAAS EASTER EGG DYE
CANDY EASTER EGGS, assorted

HAMS

COOKED
SUNNYMIELD
READY TO EAT

WHOLE OR
SHANK HALF

6 tall cans 37c
2 lbs. 19c

EVAPORATED MILK. Whitehouse
JELLY EGGS, Pure Candy _

doz. 12c

HOT CROSS BUNS

lb carton 29c
10 lbs. 10e

__

PURE HOG LARD
NAVY BEANS, choice hand-picked

BAR CAKES

each 15c

PINEAPPLE
GOLDEN

.4 & P BREAD,soft twist
LAYER CAKES, Pineapple Gold

8 O'CLOCK COFFEE

1!2-lb loaf 9c
each 25c

3-1b. bag 39c

DAN-DEE JELLIES
SODA CRACKERS, Hampton's

APPLE BUTTER
TOMATO C.4TSUP
ilL.ICK PEPPER

RAJAH SYRUP, Maple Flaror
PANCAKE FLOUR, Sunnyfield_
SUNNIFIELD
PLAIN

OCTAGON LAUNDRY SOAP
WALDORF TOILET TISSUE
Quality Meats
lb
Beef Roast, choice
Sliced flacon. rin•less. 2 lbs.
__
Smoked Bacon.
lb
Pure Pork Sausage, 3 lbs.
lb
Pork Roast. lean ____
lb
Round Steak
American Cheese. 2-lb box

2-1b Jar 19e
2-lb box 15c

2

LARGE
35-0Z.
JARS

25c

3 large bottles 25c
Pound 10c

SHREDDED WHEAT
FLOUR

lb. 22c

17c
31c
lk
25c
lie
26c
15c

N. B. C.

pkg. 10c
Quart 25c
pkg. Sc

24-lb. bag 72c
Irg. bars /0(
I rolls 1Sc
Choice Fruits and Vegetables
Strawberries.
pt. I5c
('aulitlower
Head 15c
Carrots
bunch 5c
Turnip Greens
lb 5c
Spinach __
__ 2 lbs. 1:c
Green Onions
2 bunches 9c
Cucumbers. large. _
ea. 10;

PRICES SUBJECT TO CH 1 N.GE DUE TO it 11:1.1:7' CONDITIONS

14
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CRUTCHFIELD NEWS

ow-Cost E1ectr.7. Appl;ances ,
Bring City Comtorts to Farm

1.•
hlr. tend Mrs elarth
turned home Thursday after a tiis
week's visit with his parents, Mr
and Mrs. Monroe Hully
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Satterfield
to the home of Mrs
have
Etta Wade. Friends and neighbors1
intend them a hearty welcome
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green spent
Sunday with their daughter and
family, Mr. and Mrs, Elmore Cope ,
lin and Mrs. Nora Copelm.
Mrs. II M. Rice returned home
Sunday after a two week's visit in
Sikeston, Mo. attending the bed- ,
side of her fattier, Mr. Henry Walton. She was accompanied home
by Mrs. Herbert Walton, and Miss

gii..1..t

I enter.'

REelD and REMEMBER

nitnt

Hoff Az Deady Is till' !Willit tif ii
Col itelius
Malkin tug or
lie v, liii itiets in little thasi
1,1, colchrlitnd him 50th law fain ill Miami,
Le lila ral III great 'met%
es.'ilihirigamiss,
revently, he
It. mils, m lint • Poi tit,T,
smoked the list half of a cigar that
Mrs. Wesley Armour of Clevehail been given him miii his wedding,
la id was arrested utter she struck
the,
her husband with their automobile

wi el,

HELP STOMACH
FQ
nth's( i.esatirei--snd 'swill I at

in an attempt ill "scare him into
T. J. Wilson, WPA worker tif tar urn
tieis-ley, Colo, admitted in court
IMO he had maintained two wives
sill' testified that her husand two households for several
months, and that the financial band insisted on wearing his clothstrain "kept me scratching every es and shops to bed, Mrs.
Ht11.111 iif CIIICagll was granted o diminute."
vorce.
--•
Peter E. Pop, freshman at North ,
Carolina State College, is working'
his way through school tending to
babies while their parents spend
the evening out.
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Grace Vaughn.
Henry Rataham
Mr. and Mrs.
have moved to the rooms vacated
by Mr, and Mrs. Slim Sadler.
Mrs. Slim Saddler spent a few
days last week in Vicksburg. Miss
as the guest of her husband who
employed there.

All meals—especially breakfast—are
11. lilt 11111 I FR
Mara Electrification Bureau
'11•111:11E should be no reason why
I i.,.ery faun family On a high ' • e
moot enjey the ease and cons enit•nce
f numerous small electrical /welteven though it may not be iii a
to wirehair the
,is .111,71(•1
•
p eves of household equipment.
I...w in in0ial and operating costs,
iris :oil
to mg inatty of the
io u;i's of c.ty and subui ban life
to the cuntry.
mm ny of
luX

Several people from the neighboring communities attended Quarterly Conference which was held
at the Crutchfield Methodist Church Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. LeJenne Holly spent
Sunday with the fortr,•r's pareists.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe ii• Hy.

Get the Work of Four
Moles With A Model
L John Deere Tractor
for Only

in most farm
homes. With a coal or wood stove. this
s a long, laborious and frequently
.nsagreeable task But an electric cof,,e maker, toaster and waffle iron or
'
grill not only greatly reduce the time
and work involved but also add to
the enjoyment of this important meal.
In addition to that just mentioned,
other electrical equipment that ranks
high in service on any farm is a clock.
food mixer, fan, egg cooker, roaster,
heater, health lamp. juice extractor,
ti rUrSstill

$465

comrni,,i

caller

C. C. Leibler, director of school
attendance, Tulsa, Okla , to save
wear and tear on the knuckle's of
&sir-to-door census takiTs, has
supplied his force with rubber mal
lets.

to prepare electrically.

razor. curl., • ni.o. ii..; lila:* and per-,c I..; t hi
:amt.
t of pi iletically all
The flr.1
leetrical tiou.-etiold /appliances varies
afely, depending upon their eon-tructimi. style, size and various litl•
nimatie features they incorporate In
general. it may be said that. withio
:.ither narrow 1,rn.t.i, the more ex•
pi• ..:ve the 41evice. the more sat- s. i
f ietory its operation and the loran: r
llosever. entirely adequate
appliance,- can be °tit:tined at much
the maxsmum figure-. althou,•h'
it is vett to cautom sinnest cut-cit.
and extremely low-priced merchan•
it c. For the latter seldorn proves sera arable for any length of t•ine an I
nary is a source of constant trouli:e
iind irritation.
In the final analys:-. the pm-chase i
any device should be male primari:i
oy', the basis of its usefulners: secondly, on its ease of operation and maintenance (which includes length rif
and. lastly, on its price. Where.
everpossible. electrical appliances
should be purchased from an established and reliable dealer who handles only high-grade merchandise and
who will honestly recommend those
units best suited to your particular
wishes and requirements.

LOWE'S CAFE
Modernistic. and Comfortable
Good Food Serred Right
0I'EN DAY & NIGHT

A New York City netespaper ri•
ntly iartied this appeal in it.
column
"Newspaper
adeertising
Titan wants Job at mild! ity, I ul I .1''
get along without it.

tots
•

A

171

For the Rest In New Furniture
After she nao run net car thremei,
a flat light, striking eight oth,•.•
autos. a streetcar and a truck. Mrs
Elmwisst Mason of Clereland part
still
a $3 fine and remarked:
think the light was green."

J. E. Dykstra, professor at the
University of Missouri, says he
doesn't mind when students sleep
and even snore in his classroom,
"but it does bother me," he stated,

SEE

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
For Bargains In Used Furniture
BEE

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

F. 0. B. CASH
Mr and Mrs, D. Wade and daughter. Jessie. were the Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Brown
Mr and Mrs. Allen Cooper were
the Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs.

appointment at the M. E. Church
Sunday morning at 10:00 o'clock.
Sunday School will be immediately
and
come
afterward. Everyone
bring someone with you.

A. E. Green.

Cut Your Cost of Production for Larger
Profits
•

Misse Sarah Vance was able to
return to work Monday after a
week's illness suffering with broken ribs, which she received when
the car in which she was riding.
driven by Tom Stallins. left the
• ghway. hitting an embankment.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Noles and
•lv spent Sunday with the lot'i father. Mr. Joe AM-N.1- y. and

IDEAL FOR 50 TO
100 ACRE FARMS

Money Talks
c.

7Iy.

Mrs. Della Strather and son. Hot.
sprint Sunday with Mr and Mrs
s rett Forreste r.
J '••,
f

•
Full Line of Equipment Available

By

tc'

Frederick Stamm, Economist
Director ef Adult Education

a ammliTy'l

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
-

T
Good Trade Allouance, and
Terms.

WILLIAMS
HARDWARE CO.
ise2t.e. se, se-

.

•

..y.
.0:e gi'r.r
• ...Ml:.

kC=

Time means nothing to a chicken—but you
may go broke or at least lessen your profits
considerably waiting for your chickens to go to
market, by the old-fashioned way of feedin:
them.
Ground poultry feed, properly balanced
with proteins, vitamins and minerals that are
lacking in grain, will do the trick and END
THAT COSTLY WAIT.
Ask Your Grocer for All Mash Starter, following with .111 Mash Grower

a

—MADE

BROWDER MILLING CO.
1 I 1 10\ hl

rliftTin "i14:i

What's Time To
A Chicken?

St. os of r.0.,
p hr V.Its e•

:

Prices of grain. taft,-r..
• Alter. ciaript r. anti othe r imps :1. •
•sv
rr.atertals. although
11:_s•
:• an a year ago. ha‘e deel.i • .
,,rn their recent highs. The st- mc
--Arket prices have gone down,
arply in the past few weeks. receding the down-turn ins Indusir.ss:
t- roduction and commodity prices
Great Britain and France are
uying sparingLy, for they knew
...ying now in large quantities
sould force prices higher
Andl
•.'sey want to get as much as puss- ;
tie for their mcney, we can't
iHame them for this.
The bright spot in the American!
• conomic picture is the automobile!
.-.dustry. Their production. larg,
,r domestic use. is up about 25
ver last year. They are using more .
steel, paint, glass, rubber tires, etc.',
.snd this is keeping plants open
.snd men at work.
This, I believe, illustrates that
if we are to have good times in
America we must depend upon
.'imerican demands 1',•r cur own
4 'xis arid not on a European war.
'.;•,•od times based on tsar are short
lived; Rood times based on peace

Doath hath
tat what life
non. honor
ing Imt

HERE S a lot in what you say. Mister. In many ways
the United States is a terrible country. Millions el fine.
capable Americans are unemployed. Graft. crime ixod
poverty are still with us. No one can agree how badly
off this country of ours really is.
But look at it another way. Mister. The •trange Fate
which governs the rise and fall of nations has given us a
pretty fair break. We have more freedom, more security.
more cars. colleges. hospitals. radios, telephones and
electrical household equipment than the rest of the world.
Even so. Mister, you're absolutely right—we have a
lung way to go in this country. Whale true of our nation
is also true of our buvinersci. Take ye-, electric corn
Yet each
pony. for instance. We have ccntc c long
one of us knows we hove a long, long way to go. Its
true electric rates ha•• been reduced constantly—though
mast of the things you buy have gone up in price. The
best assurance that electric rates will ga down and our
standards of service will go up in the future, is the consistent past accomplishment of your electric company•
people whose untiring work has steadily brought rates
down and service up.
As a matter of fact. better SeiviC• and lower rat••
measures of our progress. Ifs the American way of doing
things—to distribute more of the good things of lile and
do at for less That's the only way any business or trietltia•
non can continue to exist.
Every employe of this company would like you to know
this one thing. We realize, the future of our company and
our individual futures depend upon how well we do oul
job for you. first vr• must bring you the best possibli
service ve• know how today. Second. we must prepare
ourselves to do a vastly bettor job for you tomorrow.
Yee. Mister. we people of the electric company are
proud of the part we play in the American scheme cf
things. But were not forgetting that we. too hues a long
way to go.

In the past 10 to 15 years, the engineering xrapte•emonts and operating ficenorni•• of your
electric company have mode it possible to emit
the average price of household electricity lust
about in half. Many customers now using move
household appliances. lets of light a radio and
refrigerator pay very little more ICI operate •//
of lh•so than they used to pay for light alor*.
REDDY KILOWATT
your electrical servant
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of the hop; on the team
Ero
For quick silk(
did his part toward tht• lilleectiA of
.roin Cithl • copslmn the tssm and giving our school a
s lassenhttion, but Larry Bintorn-, tale has,
es .1,
,
our excellent forward, who
I.:.
eye for the goal and takes
•111111PAT•,
.X11100410111-'1'ri!"211111
ei• at delight in hearing the net
Mr
•I: ;
No, I Baines mar
• ccurale
Iii;
through,
f••nhly, Mr and Mr. Ilugh
.th" bell goes
foroily aryl Mr. tallest Newfor 289 of our points.
.• 1 ,, to
sat,,,,„„„, was
We are very Much gratified at
At 1,1m. C1141
aro
showing made in the District
Vi'ateleer, Clark* gt Tinier Pirate,
.
s.y
of All Rinds Accurately Re11)..i'siting Tournament, held at Murshirred at Low Cost hyIth
7 , Kos/is ray State College, March 13-10, by
A .1'/frkUIES
raj „col, ir„, Ira,- our debating team. Emilie-en teams
Jrwil tiv COMPANY
,aitered the forensic battle and
111101
.
111.111r nallillissr
2 "M r, and Mrs, orryir. Prrir.grrrve Is,s•lerteen was one of the nine to
qual-ay for the second rounds. In
and son spent SIlliday afternoon
,41,1, mi., and
muse McClure:the second round Beelerton's team
Mrs
idefeateet Lone Oak's team for the
•
and family of Fulton.
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viii
lscsgss
Buy breeding
w;th a le. ,•I
spring of rib, that are
deep of side. plump 1,1 I sas
Mrs NI L. Ens. es Dastorr. rse
...mortis and that roe .irolig in thr ir
for divorces. showed the judge •
pasterns.
Purebred:: of good formation fill rniitilated wedding r,rits. Ever',- la,
the need
and may be bought as her husband I.•
lie filed a nocheaply' is hogs of Poor shaPe,
However. Mr. S.•Ilards warns that'won her case.

BE SURE
TO INSIST 014

purebreds, even, to be satisfactory,
Arthur Basham. Indianola, Ia..
most Is• of good formation. Good
purebreds grow- rapidly, and reach manufactures "dunkable
doughmarket
condition
around
200 nuts." Ile has invented a machine
pounds when five to six months old. , which inserts a v..00den handle in
Look for she Ingersoll' name en,iths
dus(ef the watch or dock you buy
The surest and quickest way to , the dough as it I. fried, and to
„o of clecrenti•;.
11 .r.your
get into purebred hogs, according date has made and sold over
6,14, end 3us4ey in, • tmr..v.or•
to Mr. Sellards, is to start with a '000 of them.
Waitt.n1itin
. it 00 *
1,69
'Welch.
Wm,
bred sow or gilt. Although the ini-I 00
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firlais
Fulton spent Sunday
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is
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T
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it
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Land
of
Walla
the
Benton
defeated
in
our
team
I with Mr. and Mrs. Willard Duke.
symi-finals by a score of 2-1. We yielding a return much sooner than fashions murals that
I Mrs, J. W. Bostick and daughter,
-won over Bandana, Kirksey, and an investment in pigs.
norothy. and Miss Annette Batts
Murray High and lost to Hazel High
r.
ted Mr Ford Butler in the FulA FOREIGN INVASION
while qualifying for the second
•• hospital Sunday afternoon.
round. Our team, which is merlonsFor ten years a foreign invasion
flee. L. T. Peery filled his reg..(1 1,1 Ruth Clifton, Mildred White has been going on which
may in
War appointment at We-shy Sunand Helen Conley, and Mrs. Leslie time prove costly to the grain
day,
Walker, coach, while doing honor growing American farmer, although
Mr. and St-s. Ilowell Clark and
to themselses. rs•fleet that honor on it might appear to be giving him a
family spent the week -end W ith
he- high school that they repre- slight temporary advantage We rethe
Ia r parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cool
fer to the dumping of cheap foreienw,41
The school year for the first six made birder twine on our market..
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. White and
There used to be many binder!
grades will close W.-dnesday. We
•laohhtssr. 11,-ity. spent S,Inday
shall miss the smaller boys and twine manufacturers in this counIsrrson with Mr. and Mrs Leon
girl.; when their work for the year try. but now only six are left, and
Wry I.t
mr. surd
rr.
is completed. We expect them to these are threatened with extincMc
IItion. If this should happen, our
rl Jan r
stind..,„, with mr C.4114. back to see us quite often.
Our seniors as well as the lower farmers would Le at the mercy of
s ,
•., ,
.
grades of our high school are very fora hln rs•snufacturer.; :,f1 import"Sr and Mr: 0 ID Co,•ii and tamhappy to learn that our school will ers, for binder twine is indnspens• • 1
I
I • I I . .
ahla
r
ryr,ne
grain.
be fully accredited for this year.
surrelsy
Hem, manufacturer.;
mph -The children of the community
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-•
r recent,. Mr and 7tIrs. C I).
sc Wesley Church Saturday after- are thereby enabled to buy the proin Fulton Sunda,
•
ducts of American faints. Money
noon st 2 o'clock.
Mr and Mrs. John Rebey, Jean
'flare will be an Easter program spent for binder twine or any other
Si, wsart. and J C. Coolry spent
at the church Sunday morning at product of cheap foreign labor it
ric I
I
(.',•,11.st tile 10,
Sunday with Mr. and !airs. Frank
gone forever, so far as the Amer.and tit •rlugly at the heel and under the an.h,
11 o'clock.
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You
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a
record
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Mr and M, Aubrey Bushart and
makers a duty on their cheaply
farmer
unless
keep
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you
7-1: and Mrs. Neil Bushart vsere
made product, thereby permitting
'Se Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
armers can earn a Iot about the survival of domestic manufacGarfirWr
running their own busrress by !utters, who in turn would be a proP..n.SCI
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tection against foreign monopoly
studying national farm problems.
er aunt. Mrs Lio

$1.50 to $3.50

Bert's Shoe Store

Mrs Mable Hodges is visaing her
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aeliter. Mrs• C. C. Hancock. and

Batter Than A Mustard Ptasterl

Tre tiaski (ball season was offic(dr sed with the last game of
ralIs.
tournament last week. We
e
state
t!

anIrlirsea'f..VSSE7r,

UNEXCELLED WRECKER SERVICE
In tiniti of trouble we are prepared to serve you
and Lave the finest wrecking equipment in
Western Kentucky
Expert Repairing Accessories, Parts

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
Buick and Pontiac Dealers

RADIATORS

•

I

DON'T THROW IT AWAY!
Let Us Repair It and Save You Money
Fuel Pumps, Windshield Wipers, Water Pumps,
Cylinder Heads, Carbureators, Motor Rebuilding a Specialty
Call and Gire Us .4 Trial

JONES AUTO PARTS COMPANY..
Fulton. KY

10S Central Aar

SEE THE

NEW FORD TRACTOR

Both seed and labor are usually
•
wasted when grass and clover seed,"
S
WITH CHICKS
DEPENDS ON RIGHT START
ars planted on poor. sour soil.
••••
Suscess in raising poultry deper
Many farmers are finding it more
•
profitable to send crops to market "n giving chic-k's the r
on 4 legs than to carry them on 4 states A. J. Shalwell. U
:oral Extension poultryman.
••••
Chicks can be feat as soon as Do
The farm land of Tennessee is are placed in the brooder house I
.o.s- being called upon to support ts a common practice to feed e
I percent more farm families than chicks on a starting mash ts'i•
plenty of water to drink. Ws.
• supported fifty years ago.
••••
liquid skiar,milk or butterrs
If you don't think poultry is rn •ivailable it is a good plan 1
-nportant farm enterprise, just the chicks free access to a
laYek up on the things bought with mash. fine chick grain an:
shicken and egg" money last year. They should have acces:, t
••••
size, oyster shells or grRather than gamble everything stone and some sharp ie
-1 tobacco, cotton or other cash sand or gravel. Succulent p.c.
ops. we had better hedge our bets feed will increase the rate of gre.hy balancing crop production with th, lower the feed cost and help
"ivestock production, and planting keep the chicks in good con.' It is a god plan to get the
. 714,
1e food and feed crops
out in the sun as soon as the
Suggestions on ways to use funds em will permit. Chicks shou.
'eacle available by the Federal be allowed to run on the so
,;overnment to advantage are con- ground with the laying f!.-'.'k Av
tained in the U-T Agricultural Extension Service, Publication 233.
Guaranteed Radio Repair
How To Build and Conserve Your
soil With the Aid of the AAA."
Copies may be secured from county
arm agents.
•• • •
The chemical industry spends 2
isercent of its gets:es revenue on reo•arch. All manufacturing spends
About 1-2 of I percent, hut agricultore, including all funds spent by
the Federal Government and State
Experiment Stations, spends only
abetit 1-7 of 1 percent of the statue
sf agricultural products in the United Stales on research.

moDERN - ECONOMICAL

Isl.- for a Demonstration

AUTO SALES COMPANY, INC.
r„,,„,

kb,

Ma'field ItithwIty
so

AN11111111.11.1111OW
aa.

I'

A truck driver in Dallas. Texas
asked officers for a traffic ticket.
explaining' "I've been trying to
get the boss to have the truck
Ights repaired. and I believe I can
convmee his this was." The cops
.‘bliged.
-Subscribe to THE NEWS
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Main St., Nest Door to !Sennett Drug Store Bert Newhouse, Prop.

Well Folks, It's Gld Man Pickle Still
Whittling On Those Prices!

__ 171 2c
:risk Potatoes, red or white, 10 lbs.
8c
_ _
.abbagt. fresh green. 3 lbs.
11c
I 'fiery or Lettuce-, fre•li fine, 2 for ____
Radishes. Green ()Mons, fresh nice, 3 bchs. Bic
9c
_ _
'arrots. really nice, 2 bunches
aulifteartr, nice big sno-white head. ea. 111 2c
sm'll tender. make that good pie. lb 10:
shredded Wheat, thai good stuff for breakfast
19c
2 boxes
Bananas, golden ripe, .4 Pickle Bargain. do:. 15c
25e
2 dozen
_
__ 10c
Oranges. 288-size, sued juicy. do:.
__ 19c
Oranges. 176-size, full-o-juice, dozen _
13c
__
Grapefruit. 61-size. juicy. 1 for
15c
Lemons. 360-size, sour juicy, dozen
111 2c
Crackers, Glenco. 2-lb box _ _
15c
Pickles. dill, sour or Kosher-dill, qt.
25c
,11ilf-o
-rd:g-o-od as you can buy, 3 cans 25c
'
orzn4
,;(1l
Tomatoes. 3 No. 2 can.for•
2
Lighthouse Cleanser, The Arnum—r- rod-Uri 3-lie
15c
Tip-Top Loaf. a fine quick meal. 2 cans
_
Ile
_..
It Ito, Royal, any flavor. 2 for
Breakfast Bacon. Swift. Armour Star, Inde31e
pendent or Laclede- 2 lbs. sliced
Sausage, pure- pork, made country way.2 lbs. 21c
29c
Lard, in hulk, the best. and pure, 1 lbs.
flog Jowl. country smoked.'2 or whole. lb 121 2c
11c
Pork Roast. shoulder cut. lean,
Pork ('Imps, small lean. fir
11' 2c
5r
Kacon Ends, fine for seasoning, lb
Cheese. 5-lb loaf Amerlcan. each
Fre
yrs, Really Nice. Country. Dressed
"
FOR RITTER PRICES - QUA!ITT - FOOD - THERE
1%111 HAVE TO RE ANOTHER PICKLE GROCFRY

PICKLE'S GROCERY
FREE DELIVERY AN1WHERE - ANN TIME
FIRST and 1 1ST stop—EAST STATE 1 1NE

PHONE 2:s
FITTON, Ki

A

FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
---

Tuesday night from a visit in
Memphis.
Mrs. Brewer Marshall of West
Point, Miss, is the guest if Mrs
Raymond Halley on Arch street.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. MeKenzie
spent Tuesday in Jackson, Tenn
Frank Clark ef Dyersburg, Tenn
spent Sunday in Fulton.
Mrs. Harry Plott of Hu Quoin, Ill.
spent the week-end with her father,
1'. M. ESUM On Maple 8V1211111..
ATTEND MISSIONARY MEETDRIVER-HICKS
MISS Ann Murrell Whitnell of
ING IN HICKMAN
Miss Lena Fay flicks of Gleason Murray College spent the wipk-end
of the
Th.. follow ing
Woman's Missionary Union of the and Herschel E. Driver of Union with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. W
Baptist Church attended a quarter- City were married here Saturday M. Whitnell.
Mrs. Clara Haller and son rely meeting of the West Kentucky by Esq. Ilemer Roberts. Witnesses
Missionary Association
held in were J. P. Forrester and Roy C. turned to their home in Detroit last
week -end after a visit with her parCurtz.
Hickman Tuesday:
----ents. Mr and Mrs. T. II. Young.
Mrs. Edward Pugs, Mrs. WoodFourth street.
row Fuller. Mrs. Earl Taylor, Mrs. MISS RUBY V. YARBRO
R. II. Wade is improt ing after
Newt Bondurant, Mrs. Carl Hast- HOSTESS TO CLUB
Miss Ruby V. Yarbro was host- several days illness at his home on
ings. Mrs. T. L. Miiupin, Miss Lillian Tucker, Mrs. J. E. Hannephine ess to her weekly bridge club last Carr street.
Graham Wilkins of Benton spent
Mrs. W. E. Flippo, Mrs. W. E. Thursday night at her home on
Black, Mrs Guy Robertson. Mrs. J. Central Avenue. The regular twel- the week-end in Fulton.
Mr. anti Mrs. J 0. Schaeffer of
W. Leath and Mrs. E. IL Knighton. !, ve members were present.
Miss Tommie Nell Gates held high Illuford, III. spent Tuesdey in Fulscore for the games and reci•ived ton.
CLUB MET WITH MR. AND
a lunchon set. Mrs. George Moore
Eugene Waggener, son of Mr.
MRS. FRANK WIGGINS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiggins was second high, winning a laundry mid Mrs. S. A. Waggoner. Crutchfield, won first in the county orawere host and hostess to their semi- bag.
Thee hostess served a salad plate. torical contest and also extempormonthly bridge club Tuesday night
at their home on Maple Avenue.! Miss Gates will entertain the club anesms speaking on Friday at WestThree tables of members were pre- on Friday night of this week at her ern High School.
home on Central Avenue.
Mrs. Paul Deming returned to
sent.
her home in Jackson. Tenn. on
At the conclusion of the games.
Wednesday after spending several
high scores were held by Miss LuLUNCHEON CLUB MET TUES.
days here and attending the bedside
cille Green and James Warren.!
Mrs. Tom Franklin entertained
of her sister, Mrs. H. A. Ferguson.
Each was awarded a nice prize.
members of her luncheon club and
Mrs. Hartwell Parker and daughMrs. Wiggins served a salad plate
several guests Tuesday. A well
ters, Rose and Janes went to Jackand cold drinks. The Easter motif
planned luncheon was served at
son Wednesday morning to visit
was carried out in tallies and reone o'clock at the Coffee Shop and
relatives.
freshments.
the afternoon was spent in bridge
Mrs. Landon Roisertson, Mrs.
The club will meet next with Mr.
games at Brs. Franklin's home on
Edith Connell and daughter, Patand Mrs. Grady Varden on Green
Third street.
ricia, Miss Emily Parham and BudStreet.
Mrs. Abe Jolley held high score
dy Carver spent Wednesday afterfor the members and Mrs. Elizabeth
noon in Union City.
PARTY FOR MISS
Snow of Montgomery, Ala. was
Mrs. W. C. Valentine of Paducah
I.UCILLE McCAMPBELL
guest legit. Each received a prize.
spent Sunday with friends in FulMrs. Johnny Cook was hostess to
Members present
were Mrs.
a bridge party Tuesday night at her
ton.
home on College street, conpliment- Jolley, Mrs. Sara Meacham and
Miss Jusnita McGee went to Birmg Miss Lucille McCampbell of Mrs. R. S. Williams. Visitors were mingham. Ala.. Thursday on busiMontgomery, Ala. Those present Mrs. Snow. Mrs. Claude Johnson of ness.
were members of the Tuesday night Montgomery. Mrs. B. B. Henderson.
Robertson spent
Mrs. Landon
liridge club and several visitors. Mrs. J .C. Scruggs and Mrs. Her- Tuesday in Paducah.
bert
Carr.
who are friends of the honoree.
Mrs. I. D. Holmes and daughter.
Visitors were Miss McCampbell.
Wednesday in
Virginia.
spent
CIRCLE
WITH
MRS.
Mrs. H. IL Bugg, Mrs. Enoch MilMemphis.
ner, Mrs. Ben Davis, Mrs. W. L. BEN GHOLSON
Mrs. R. C. Pickering and Mrs.
Mrs. Ben Gholson was hostess to
Carter. Miss Carolyn Beadles. Miss
Jake Huddleston spent Monday in
Marguerite Butt and Miss Nola Mae Circle Four of the Baptist W.M.0 Mayfield.
Monday afternoon at her home on
Weaver.
Miss Emily Parham of Long
Maple Avenue. The meeting was
After the bridge games Mrs.
Beach. Calif_ who is visiting relaopened by the chairman. Mrs. J. C.
Buren Rogers held high score for the
tives here, spent several days this
Suggs. and the secretary-treasurer,
two tables of members and received
week with Mrs. Edith Connell on
Mrs. N. T. Morse read the minutes
a lamp as prize. Mrs. Bugg WI'S
the Union City highway.
of the last meeting.
Miss Martha Smith returned
guest high and her prize was a pair
After a short business session
of crocheted pot holders The hostMonday night from several days
Mrs. Sam Livingston gave the deess gave the honoree sachet.
visit in Water Valley, Miss.. and
votional and presented an interestIce cream and cake were served
Memphis.
mg
program
on
"Training
Schools
by the hostess. Tallies and refreshMr. and Mrs. Eugene Long of Defor Home Missions." The meeting
ments were suggestive of Easter.
troit arrived here last week for a
was dismissed with prayer by Mrs
Mrs. Rogers will entertain this
visit with relatives.
J. W. Cheniae.
slub next Tuesday night at her
Miss Pauline Waggensr of MurThe hostess served ice cream and
Some on West State Line.
ray State College spent the weekcake to eleven members and one
end with her parents. Mr. and Mrs !
visitor, Mrs. W. 0. Locke.
ANNIE ARMSTRONG CIRCLE
S. A. Waggener. Crutchfield.
The Aeiee Armstrong Circle of
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bell of Jackson.
CIRCLE
NO.
6
IN
'he Fne,t Baptist Church held its
Tenn. and Misses Lillian end Bill
REGULAR
MEETING
-egular mee ring Menday night at
Anderi•an of Martin visited
,
Circle No. 6 of the Baptist Nils.
:he home of Mrs. Ellis Beggs on
met
Monday
aftersionary
Society
Walnut Street. The opening prayer
noon at the home of Mrs. Carl Brit.
.. vas led by Mrs. Cecile Arnold.
The l.7;;SI1CSS seseion was con- lain on Third street. Twelve memiucted by ICe president. Mrs. Ilugh bers and two visitors were presRushton. the minutes of the last ent. Visitors were Mrs Earl TayFOR SALE—Bsth room fixtures.
meeting wore read and approved. lor. president of the W. M. U., and Three pieces. Cheap for immediate
ix-rsrinal service w es discussed and Mrs. Carl Hastings. %V. M. U. chair- sale. Gus Bard, Fulton,
he rell was called with twenty man of personal service.
Mrs. Hastings gave an instructive FOR SALE—Red Clover Seed. Good
members present.
Following the business session talk on directed work and a splen- quality. SIS per bushel See or
Mrs. Clifton Hamlett gave an in- did report on directed work done write Lee Roper, Crutchfield, K.
4tp
teresting Bible study, based on a by Circle No. 6 was given by Mrs Route 2.
discussion of Malachi. The program W. E. Black. Mrs Guy Robertson
was in charge of Mrs. Roger Kirk- acted as secretary in the absence
land and she was assisted by Miss of Mrs. Fred Patton. The opening
--Myra Scearce. Mrs. John Reeks, prayer was led by Mrs. Kellie Lowe
FRIDAY, MARCH S2
Miss Mary Kate Pewitt. Mrs Otis and Mrs. George Payne read the
ON THE STAGE
Bizsle. Mrs. /Dills Hemphill and devotional. Mrs. Cecil Wiseman. asMrs. Hamlett. The topic for discus- sisted by Mrs. Newt Bendurant,
.-trend Sisters"
"The
sion was "Steadfast in the Home- gave the program for the afternoon.
One of Radio's hest musical
The
meeting
was
dismissed with
land." The closing prayer was given
Companies
prayer by Mrs. Taylor.
by Mrs. Hemphill.
"Safety
in Numbers"
During the social hour delicious
After the social hour the meetPICTURES and SHORTS
ing was adjourned to meet again on refreshments were served by the
A Great Entertainment
April 9 at the home of Mrs. Philip lioetess
Ifumphries.
with Mrs. William
SAT.. MARCH 23
Abell. co-hostess.
PERSONALS
**Single-handed Sandus"
turned ever to the pregrain leenter,
Miss Ines Karp, and she was assist
est by Mrs. Charles Walker, Mrs. G
N. Frey, Mrs. Lee Eldon Earle and
Mrs. Paul Boyd. The meeting was
closed with woe. by Miss Mooney day night iii the Fulton Hospital.
ham.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Newton anwere
refreshments
Delicious
nounce the birth of a daughter born
served to twenty-two members und
Menday in the Fulton Hospital.
two visitors. Mrs. Bob Fry and Miss
Allie B. Naylor, both of Union City.

Socials • Personals
rt/ESDAY BUNCO CI.UB
&Ca D. C. Henderson was hostess to her regular bunco club Tues•
1ay afternoon at her home on Pasentertaining three
ideal street,
fables of members and visitors. Visitors were Mrs. JoIm Motris, Mrs.
%toward Strange, Mrs. Charlie Newton. Miss Emily Parham of Long
each, Calif., Mrs. Marion Sharp,
feed Mrs. Lee Roberts.
At the end of the games the hun•
ro score was held by Mrs. Max McKnight, Mrs. Joe Davis was high
*eon. Mrs Lennis Williams held
krw and Mrs. liendetson cut conlulation. Each winner received a
lovely gift.
Delicious refreshments were served by the hostess.
ATTEND COMMITTEE MEETING
LK PADUCAH
Mrs. Jewell McClain, district
resident of Supreme Forest Woodarian Circles. spent Tuesday and
Wednesday in Pkaducall and met
with a committee to make plans
Air the district convention in May.
She was the guest of Mrs. Marie
Bailey, drill captain for the disWirt
KIRTII ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Kirby of
Route 4 announce the birth of a
Am. Robert Ronald. born Friday
stight in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Roach anMatinee the birth of a son born Fri-

To I no All the
All RP Time
Ere - Sat.
ROY ROGERS
—in--

"Southward Ho"
—Plus—
GRAC E BRADLEY
—in—

Invisible
Killer"

"The

—also—
"Daredevils of the Red
Circle"

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
Big Double Feature

Tim McCoy

"STRAIGHT
SHOOTER"

41.04400.•••••••••• 4111D a.MM.

4111.

We Invite You Ti) i i 41iir

New Beauty Shop

e

We have moved our Beauty Shop from Walnut Street to Our home in the Highlands, on
Detour 51, and invite you to visit us.

PERMANENTS,
FINGER WAVES
SHAMPOOS-SETS
.111 hinds of Manly Work
Dam- Correctly and Econom;cally

Phone 721
FOR APPOINTMENTS

I Hill Beauty Shop
Detour 51—Highlands

FULTON, KY.

4.54 OW OEM

.4=.. OMP.../. +NM 44•14, 4=4

.40M MM.4=1. .M...M...MoMM.

4•44.41M.

nfw mci Lco

LTO
FRIDAY— SATURDAY

William Boyd
in

'Showdown'
SUNDAY — MONDAY

TUESDAY

°CLASSIFIED ES°

Paul Lucas
—in—

"THE MUTINY OF
THE ELSINORE"
Wednesday - Thursday
Brought hack Its
Popular Request!

Kay Kyser
—In—

"THAT'S RIGHT
YOU'RE WRONG"
Friday - Saturday
Big Double Feature

Charles Starrett

"SPOILERS OF THE
RANGE"
Lupe Velez
"UrIfir
sis.rteumr.

SPITFIRE"
Phis Chapter S
Daredevils of the
Red Circle

NI:Ms — COMEDY

WE

ORPHEUM PROGRAM

A Tom Ts ler Western a itle
isiting
Mrs. Maude Hummel is
MOON CIRCLE
SERIAL and SHORTS
relai.ves in Chicago. III.
MET MONDAY
Mrs. H. H. Cutler has returned
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
SUN.-SION.. MARCH SI-25
First Baptist Church met Monday to her home in Jackson. Miss after
Kay Francis and George Brent in
Moore
with
her
sister.
Mrs.
a
visit
night at the home of Mrs Woodrow Fuller n Second street, with Joyner, and Mr. Joyner in High- "Secrets of ..1n Actiess"
Also CLYDE LUCAS and
Mrs. Tom Beadles, co-hostess. The lands.
ORCHESTRA
spening prayer was led by Miss
Mrs. Claude Johnson of Mint'
Mars- Moss Hale and the roll was gomery, Ala. is visiting her daughtTUF.S.-WED.. MARCH 26-'11
called and the minutes read by the er, Mrs. Bill Browning, and family
"FOUfte Alice"
secretary, Miss Nell Marie Mooney.'on Third street.
ham.
! Michael Sullivan, son of Mr. and with B1RBARA BLOEORD and
SHAMUSDuring the regular business rou- Mrs Mike Sullivan, is improving
ADDED SHORTS
tine Mrs. Beadles, who is leaving sfter several days illness at their
!soon to make her home in Jackson. home on Norman street.
THURS.-FRI., MARCH 21I•29
offered her resignation as president.
Wilson Hall of Lambuth College.
Mrs Edward Pugh was elected to Jackson. spent M'ndrey a th Ins
"King of the Turf"
that office and Mrs. Woodrow Ful mother. Mrs. If M Hall. in Forest - United Artist Special Production
_ ler was elected historian to replace dale
ADMISSION Hie TO ALL
Mrs. Pugh. The meeting was then
Mrs. I. 0. Bradford returned

LorriE

LiNsekai lurieg

141-GI-M
MMUS

ANN

\SOTHERN
kitaJohn
ohs Carroll

FRIDAY -- SATURDAY
You have
Read it...

Now Live It!

SE

A story
more than
a century
old!!!

JOS'S
ADDED
Movitone
News
Comedy

I..

